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Morse theory for manifolds with boundary
MACIEJ BORODZIK
ANDRÁS NÉMETHI
ANDREW RANICKI
We develop Morse theory for manifolds with boundary. Beside standard and expected
facts like the handle cancellation theorem and the Morse lemma for manifolds with
boundary, we prove that under suitable connectedness assumptions a critical point in
the interior of a Morse function can be moved to the boundary, where it splits into a
pair of boundary critical points. As an application, we prove that every cobordism of
connected manifolds with boundary splits as a union of left product cobordisms and
right product cobordisms.
57R19; 58E05, 58A05
1 Introduction
For some time now, Morse theory has been a very fruitful tool in the topology of
manifolds. One of its milestones was the h–cobordism theorem of Smale [17], and its
Morse-theoretic exposition by Milnor [11; 12]. Recently, Morse theory has become
even more popular, for two reasons: its connections with Floer homology (see eg Sala-
mon [15], Witten [18], Nicolaescu [13] and Kronheimer and Mrowka [9]) and the
stratified Morse theory developed by Goresky and MacPherson [6]. In the last 20 years
Morse theory has also had an enormous impact on the singularity theory of complex
algebraic and analytic varieties.
Morse theory for manifolds with boundary was studied in the seventies by Braess [5],
Jankowski and Rubinsztein [8] and Hajduk [7]. Recently it was developed by Kron-
heimer and Mrowka [9]. Since then the theory has experienced very fast development,
as witnessed by the papers of Bloom [2] and Laudenbach [10]. Our paper is another
contribution.
In this paper we prove some new results in Morse theory for manifolds with boundary.
Besides some standard and expected results, like the boundary handle cancellation
theorem (Theorem 5-1) and the topological description of passing critical points on
the boundary (using the notions of right and left half-handles introduced in Section 2)
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we describe another phenomenon; see Theorem 3-1. An interior critical point can be
moved to the boundary and there split into two boundary critical points. A related
result was stated in Hajduk [7, Theorem 5]; we provide a rigorous proof under much
weaker assumptions.
In particular, if we have a cobordism of manifolds with boundary, then under a natural
topological assumption we can find a Morse function which has only boundary critical
points. We use this result to prove a structure theorem for connected cobordisms of
connected manifolds with connected nonempty boundary: such a cobordism splits
as a union of left and right product cobordisms. This is a topological counterpart to
the algebraic splitting of cobordisms obtained by the authors in [3, Main theorem 1]:
an algebraic splitting of the chain complex cobordism of a geometric cobordism can
be realized topologically by a geometric splitting. This algebraic splitting is used to
study the algebraic properties of the Seifert matrices of isotopic nonspherical .2n 1/–
dimensional links in S2nC1 . This will provide the algebraic background to our proof
that the semicontinuity of mod 2 spectra of hypersurface singularities is a purely
topological phenomenon (see the authors’ [4], especially the paragraph before proof of
Theorem 2.1.8).
The structure of the paper is as follows. After preliminaries in Section 1.1 we study
in Section 2 the changes in the topology of the level sets when crossing a boundary
critical point. Theorem 2-27 is the main result of this section: passing a boundary stable
(unstable) critical point produces a left (right) half-handle attachment. In Section 3
we prove Theorem 3-1, which moves interior critical points to the boundary. This
is the first main result of this article. Then we pass to some more standard results,
namely rearrangements of critical points in Section 4. We finish the section with our
most important — up to now — application, Theorem 4-18, about the splitting of a
cobordism into left product and right product cobordisms. Finally, in Section 5 we
discuss the possibility of canceling a pair of critical points. We include this part for
completeness, the main result of this section was proved in Hajduk [7, Theorem 1].
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1.1 Notes on gradient vector fields
To fix notation, let us recall what a cobordism of manifolds with boundary is.
Definition 1-1 Let †0 and †1 be compact oriented, n–dimensional manifolds with
nonempty boundaries M0 and M1 . We shall say that .;Y / is a cobordism between
.†0;M0/ and .†1;M1/ if  is a compact oriented .nC1/–dimensional manifold with
boundary @DY [†0[†1 , where Y is nonempty, †0\†1D∅, and Y \†0DM0 ,
Y \†1 DM1 .
Remark 1-2 Strictly speaking,  is a manifold with corners, so around a point
x 2M0[M1 it is locally modeled on Rn 1R2>0 . Accordingly, sometimes we write
that †0 , †1 and Y , as manifolds with boundary, have tubular neighborhoods in 
of the form †0  Œ0; 1/, †1  Œ0; 1/, or Y  Œ0; 1/, respectively. Nevertheless, in most
cases it is safe (and more convenient) to assume that  is a manifold with boundary,
ie that the corners are smoothed along M0 and M1 . Whenever possible we make this
simplification in order to avoid unnecessary technicalities.
Example 1-3 Given a manifold with boundary .†;M /, we call .†;M / Œ0; 1 a
trivial cobordism, with D† Œ0; 1, Y DM  Œ0; 1, †i D†fig, Mi DM fig
for i D 0; 1.
We recall the notion of a Morse function (in [7] they are called m–functions). For this
it is convenient to fix a Riemannian metric g on .
Definition 1-4 Let F W ! Œ0; 1 be a smooth function. A critical point z of F is
called Morse if the Hessian of F at z is nondegenerate. The function F W ! Œ0; 1 is
called a Morse function on the cobordism .;Y / if F.†0/D 0, F.†1/D 1, F has
only Morse critical points, the critical points are not situated on †0[†1 , and rF is
everywhere tangent to Y .
There are two ways of doing Morse theory on manifolds. One can either consider the
gradient flow of rF associated with F and the Riemannian metric (in the Floer theory,
one often uses  rF ), or the so-called gradient-like vector field.
Definition 1-5 (See Milnor [12, Definition 3.1]) Let F be a Morse function on a
cobordism .;Y /. Let  be a vector field on . We shall say that  is gradient-like
with respect to F if the following conditions are satisfied:
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(a)  F > 0 away from the set of critical points of F .
(b) If p is a critical point of F of index k , then there exist local coordinates
x1; : : : ;xnC1 in a neighborhood of p , such that
F.x1; : : : ;xnC1/D F.p/  .x21 C   Cx2k/C .x2kC1C   Cx2nC1/
and
 D . x1; : : : ; xk ;xkC1; : : : ;xnC1/ in U :
(b 0 ) Also, if p is a boundary critical point, then the above coordinate system can be
chosen so that Y D fxj D 0g and U D fxj > 0g for some j 2 f1; : : : ; nC 1g.
(c)  is everywhere tangent to Y .
The conditions (a) and (b) are the same as in the classical case. Condition (b 0 ) is an
analogue of condition (b) in the boundary case; cf Lemma 2-6.
Smale [16] noticed that for any gradient-like vector field  for a function F there
exists a Riemannian metric such that  DrF in that metric. The situation is identical
in the boundary case. This is stated explicitly in the following lemma, whose proof is
straightforward and will be omitted.
Lemma 1-6 Let U be a paracompact k–dimensional manifold and F W U ! R a
Morse function without critical points. Assume that  is a gradient–like vector field
on U . Then there exists a metric g on U such that  DrF in that metric. A similar
statement holds if U has boundary and  is everywhere tangent to the boundary.
Hence the two approaches — by gradients and gradient-like vector fields — are equiv-
alent. We shall need both of them. In Section 3 we use gradients of functions and a
specific choice of a metric, which make the arguments slightly simpler. In Section 5
we follow Milnor [12] very closely; as he uses gradient-like vector fields, we use them
as well.
The next result shows that the condition from Definition 1-4 that rF is everywhere
tangent to Y can be relaxed. We shall use this result in Proposition 4-1.
Lemma 1-7 Let  be a compact Riemannian manifold of dimension nC 1 and let
Y  @ be compact as well. Let g denote the metric. Suppose that there exists a
function F W !R, and a relative open subset U  Y such that rF is tangent to Y
at each point y 2 U . Suppose furthermore that for any y 2 Y nU we have
(1-8) TyY 6 ker dF:
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Then, for any open neighborhood W   of Y n U , there exist a metric h on ,
agreeing with g away from W , such that rhF (the gradient in the new metric) is
everywhere tangent to Y .
Proof Let us fix a point y 2Y nU and consider a small open neighborhood Vy of y in
W , in which we choose local coordinates x1; : : : ;xnC1 such that Y \VyDfxnC1D0g
and Vy  fxnC1 > 0g. In these coordinates we have dF D
PnC1
iD1 fi.x/dxi for some
smooth functions f1; : : : ; fnC1 . By (1-8), for each x 2 Vy , there exists i 6 n such
that fi.x/¤ 0. Shrinking Vy if needed, we may assume that the index i is the same
for each x 2 Vy . In the following we suppose that i D 1, that is for every x 2 Vy we
have ˙f1.x/ > 0 and the sign ˙ is the same for every x . Let us choose a symmetric
positive-definite matrix Ay D faij .x/gnC1i;jD1 so that a11 D ˙f1.x/ and for i > 1,
a1i D ai1D fi.x/. Ay defines a metric hy on Vy such that rhyF D .˙1; 0; : : : ; 0/
T Y in that metric.
Now let us choose an open subset V of  n .Y nU / such that V [Sy2Y nU Vy is
a covering of . Let fV g [ fygy2Y nU be a partition of unity subordinate to this
covering. Define
hD V gC
X
y2Y nU
yhy :
Then h is a metric, which agrees with g away from W . Moreover, as for each metric
hy , and x 2 Vy \Y we have rhyF.x/ 2 TxY by construction, the same holds for a
convex linear combination of metrics.
2 Boundary stable and unstable critical points
Most of the results of this section appeared previously in [5; 8; 7]. We provide them
for completeness of exposition and for the convenience of the reader. In what follows,
we use notation and terminology of [9].
2.1 Morse function for manifolds with boundary
The first question concerns the existence of Morse functions. While the condition that
the function has only critical points of Morse type is open and dense, it requires a little
argument to show that there are many functions generic in the interior such that their
gradient, when restricted to Y , is tangent to Y .
Lemma 2-1 Morse functions exist. In fact, for any Morse function f W Y ! Œ0; 1
with f .M0/ D 0, f .M1/ D 1 there exists a Morse function F W ! Œ0; 1 whose
restriction to Y is f .
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Proof Let f W Y ! Œ0; 1 be a Morse function on the boundary, such that f .M0/D 0
and f .M1/D 1. We want to extend f to a Morse function on .
First, let us choose a small tubular neighborhood U of Y and a diffeomorphism
U Š Y  Œ0; "/ for some " > 0. Let zF W U ! Œ0; 1 be given by the formula
(2-2) U Š Y  Œ0; "/ 3 .x; t/! zF .x; t/D f .x/ f .x/.1 f .x//t2:
The factor f .x/.1   f .x// ensures that zF attains values in the interval Œ0; 1 and
zF 1.i/†i for i 2 f0; 1g. It is obvious that there exists a smooth function F W !
Œ0; 1, which agrees on Y  Œ0; "=2/ with zF , and it satisfies the Morse condition on the
whole of . The gradient rF is everywhere tangent to Y .
Remark 2-3 The above construction yields a function with the property that all its
boundary critical points are boundary stable (see Definition 2-4 below). This is due to
the choice of sign  1 in front of f .x/.1 f .x//t2 in (2-2). If we change the sign to
C1, we obtain a function with all boundary critical points boundary unstable.
We fix a Morse function F W ! Œ0; 1 and we start to analyze its critical points. Let z
be such a point. If z 2nY , we shall call it an interior critical point. If z 2 Y , it will
be called a boundary critical point. There are two types of boundary critical points.
Definition 2-4 Let z be a boundary critical point. We shall call it boundary stable, if
the tangent space to the unstable manifold of z lies entirely in TzY , otherwise it is
called boundary unstable.
Figure 1: Boundary stable (on the left) and unstable critical points.
The index of the boundary critical point z is defined as the dimension of the stable
manifold W sz . If z is boundary unstable, this is the same as the index of z regarded
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as a critical point of the restriction f of F on Y . If z is boundary stable, we have
indF z D indf z C 1. In particular, there are no boundary stable critical point with
index 0, nor boundary unstable critical points of index nC 1.
Remark 2-5 We point out that we use the flow of rF and not of  rF as Kronheimer
and Mrowka [9] do, hence our definitions and formulae are slightly different from
theirs.
We finish this subsection with three standard results.
Lemma 2-6 (Boundary Morse lemma) Assume that F has a critical point z 2 Y
such that the Hessian D2F.z/ at z is nondegenerate, and rF is everywhere tangent to
Y . Then there are local coordinates .x1; : : : ;xnC1/ in an open neighborhood U 3 z
such that U D fx2
1
C    C x2
nC1 6 "2g \ fx1 > 0g and U \ Y D fx1 D 0g for some
" > 0, and F in these coordinates has the form ˙x2
1
˙x2
2
˙   ˙x2
nC1CF.z/.
Proof We choose a coordinate system y1; : : : ;ynC1 in a neighborhood U   of
z such that z D .0; : : : ; 0/, Y D fy1 D 0g, U D fy1 > 0g, and the vector field @@y1
is orthogonal to Y . We may and will assume F.z/D 0. The tangency of rF to Y
implies that at each point of Y ,
(2-7)
@F
@y1
.0;y2; : : : ;ynC1/D 0:
The Hadamard lemma applied to F gives smooth functions K1; : : : ;KnC1 such that
(2-8) F D y1K1.y1; : : : ;ynC1/C
nC1X
jD2
yjKj .y1;y2; : : : ;ynC1/:
We can assume that for j > 1, Kj does not depend on y1 . Indeed, if it does, we write
(again using the Hadamard lemma)
Kj .y1; : : : ;ynC1/DKj .0;y2; : : : ;ynC1/Cy1L1j .y1; : : : ;ynC1/
for smooth functions L12; : : : ;L1;nC1 , and then replace Kj by Kj .0;y2; : : : ;ynC1/
and K1 by K1C
P
yjL1j . Condition (2-7) implies now that K1.0;y2; : : : ;ynC1/D0,
hence
K1.y1; : : : ;ynC1/D y1H11.y1; : : : ;ynC1/
for some function H11 . By the Hadamard lemma applied to K2; : : : ;KnC1 we infer
that there exist functions Hjk for j ; k D 2; : : : ; nC 1 such that
(2-9) F D y21H11.y1; : : : ;ynC1/C
nX
j ;kD2
yjykHjk.y2; : : : ;ynC1/:
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Notice that the functions H11 and Hjk for j ; k D 2; : : : ; nC 1 evaluated at z corre-
spond to the second derivatives of F at z . The nondegeneracy of D2F.z/ implies that
H11.z/¤0; by continuity H11 does not vanish in a neighborhood of z . After replacing
y1
p˙H11 by x1 , we can assume that H11 D˙1. Finally, the sum in (2-9) can be
written as
P
j>2 jx
2
j (j D˙1) by the classical Morse lemma [11, Lemma 2.2].
The next result is completely standard by now.
Lemma 2-10 Assume that F is a Morse function on a cobordism .;Y / between
.†0;M0/ and .†1;M1/. If F has no critical points, then .;Y /Š .†0;M0/ Œ0; 1.
Furthermore, we can choose the diffeomorphism to map the level set F 1.t/ to the set
†0  ftg.
Proof The proof is identical to the classical case; see eg [12, Theorem 3.4].
2.2 Half-handles
For any k we consider the k–dimensional disk Dk D fx2
1
C    C x2
k
6 1g. In the
classical theory, an n–dimensional handle of index k is the n–dimensional manifold
H DDk Dn k with boundary
@H D  @Dk Dn k[  Dk  @Dn kD B0[B00:
Given an n–manifold with boundary .†; @†/ and a distinguished embedding W B0!
@†, the effect of a classical handle attachment is the n–dimensional manifold with
boundary
.†0; @†0/D .†[H; .@† nB0/[B00/;
where we glue along .B0/ identified with B0 . The boundary @†0 is the effect of
surgery on .B0/ @†. We now extend this construction to relative cobordisms of
manifolds with boundary, using “half-handles”. Since our ambient space  is .nC1/–
dimensional, .nC 1/ is the dimension of the handles, and they induce n–dimensional
handle attachments on Y .
In order to do this, for any k > 1 we distinguish the following subsets of Dk : the
“half-disk” DkC WDDk \fx1 > 0g, and its boundary subsets Sk 1C WD @Dk \fx1 > 0g,
Sk 2
0
WD @Dk \fx1 D 0g and Dk 10 WDDk \fx1 D 0g. Clearly, Sk 20 is a boundary
of the two .k   1/–disks Sk 1C and Dk 10 ; see Figure 2. We will call x1 the cutting
coordinate.
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Definition 2-11 Let 06 k 6 n. An .nC1/–dimensional right half-handle of index k
is the .nC1/–dimensional manifold HrightDDkDnC1 kC , with boundary subdivided
into three pieces @Hright D B [C [N , where
B WD @Dk DnC1 kC ; C WDDk Dn k0 ; N WDDk Sn kC :
One also has the intersections
B0 WD C \B D @Dk Dn k0 ; N0 WD C \N DDk Sn k 10 :
Hence the handle H is cut along C into two pieces, one of them is the half-handle
Hright . Note that .C;B0/ is a n–dimensional handle of index k . See Figure 3 for an
example of a right half-handle.
D2
C
S1
C
D1
0
S0
0
S0
0
Figure 2: Various parts of a “half-disk” explaning the notation introduced
before Definition 2-11.
B
B B0
B0
C
Figure 3: A right half-handle of index 1 . The two half-disks form B , while
C is the bottom rectangle.
Symmetrically, we define the left half-handles by cutting the handle H along the
left–component disk Dk ; see Figure 4.
Definition 2-12 Fix k with 16 k 6 nC 1. An .nC 1/–dimensional left half-handle
of index k is the .nC 1/–dimensional disk Hleft WD DkC DnC1 k with boundary
subdivided into three pieces @Hleft D B [C [N , where
B WD Sk 1C DnC1 k ; C WDDk 10 DnC1 k ; N WDDkC  @DnC1 k :
We also set B0 WDC \B D Sk 20 DnC1 k and N0 WDN \C DDk 10 @DnC1 k .
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B
B0B0
C
Figure 4: A left half-handle of dimension 3 and index k D 2 . The two lines
are B0 , the bottom rectangle is C . B is the surface between the two half
circles in the picture.
Remark 2-13 The right half-handle and left-half handle are abstractly diffeomorphic
to an .nC 1/–dimensional disk. The right half-handle and left-half handle are each
abstractly diffeomorphic to an .nC 1/–dimensional disk. The difference is that the
boundary is split into several components and this splitting is different for right half-
handles and left half-handles.
A half-handle will from now on refer to either a right half-handle or left half-handle. We
pass to half-handle attachments. We will attach a half-handle along B . The definitions
of the right half-handle attachment and the left half-handle attachment are formally
very similar, but there are significant differences in the properties of the two operations.
Definition 2-14 Let .;Y I†0;M0; †1;M1/ be an .nC 1/–dimensional relative
cobordism. Given an embedding ˆW .B;B0/ ,! .†1;M1/ define the relative cobor-
dism .0;Y 0I†0;M0; †01;M 01/ obtained from .;Y I†0;M0; †1;M1/ by attaching
a (right or left) half-handle of index k by
0 D[BH; Y 0 D Y [B0 C;
†01 D .†1 nB/[N; M 01 D .M1 nB0/[N0:
See Figure 5 and Figure 6 for right, respectively left half-handle attachments.
We point out that in the case of the right half-handle attachment, any embedding of B0
into M1 determines (up to an isotopy) an embedding of pairs .B;B0/ ,! .†1;M1/.
Indeed, as .B;B0/D @Dk  .DnC1 kC ;Dn k0 /, a map W B0 ,!M1 extends to a map
ˆW B ,!†1 in a collar neighborhood of M1 in †1 . (This is not the case in the left
half-handle attachment.)
In particular, in the case of right attachments, we specify only the embedding B0 ,!M1 .
Example 2-15 (a) The right half-handle attachment of index 0 is the disconnected
sum tDnC1C with boundary @DnC1C D SnC[Dn0 . We think of the first disk SnC as a
part of †0
1
, while the second disk as a part of Y 0 , and M 0
1
DM1[Sn 10 .
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†1
B B
Y

M1 M1
B0
Y 0
0
†0
1
M 0
1
M 0
1
Figure 5: Right half-handle attachment. Here k D 1 , nD 2 . On the right,
the two black points represent a sphere S0 with a neighborhood B0 in M1
and B in †1 . In the picture on the right the dark green colored part of the
handle belongs to †1 , the dashed lines belong to †1 and are drawn only to
make the picture look more “three-dimensional”.
†1

B
Y
M1 M1
B0
Y
†0
1
M 0
1
M 0
1
0
Figure 6: Left half-handle attachment with k D 2 and nD 2 . This time the
sphere on the left (denoted by two points) bounds a disk in †1 .
(b) We describe the left half-handle attachment for k D 1. In this case B0 is empty.
If we are given an embedding of B Š f1g Dn into †1 nM1 , we glue Œ0; 1Dn
to  along B . Then we set Y 0 D Y t f0g Dn , †0
1
D .†1 nB/[ Œ0; 1 @B and
M 0 DM t f0g  @B .
Example 2-16 There is another way of looking at left half-handle attachments. Sup-
pose we are given a model of  (in Figure 7) made of clay. The height function is the
Morse function F . On the top of , that is on †1 , we specify an arc  with boundary
in M1 (the arc is a 1–dimensional disk, that is, in our situation k D 1C 1D 2). We
press down slightly a tubular neighborhood of the arc as on the right side of Figure 7.
The resulting manifold is a result of a left half–handle attachment of index 2. Notice
that for index-1 left half–handle attachment we should have specified a disk inside †1
(with boundary disjoint from M1 ).
Remark 2-17 In the next subsection we shall see that crossing a boundary stable
critical point corresponds to a left half-handle attachment, while a boundary unstable
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
†1

†1 

†0
1
Figure 7: A “clay” variant of a left half-handle attachment as explained in
Example 2-16. There are only small differences between this picture and
Figure 6. Here the handle is “pushed down inside ”, in the formal definition
it is glued on top of †1 .
critical point corresponds to a right half-handle attachment. Theorem 3-1 can be
interpreted informally as splitting a handle into a right half-handle and a left half-
handle. This also motivates the name “half-handle”.
2.3 Elementary properties of half-handle attachments
The following results are trivial consequences of the definitions.
Lemma 2-18 Let 0 be the result of a right half-handle attachment to  along
.B;B0/ ,! .†1;M1/. Let B0 be B pushed slightly off M1 into the interior of †1 .
Let z be the result of attaching a (standard) handle of index k to  along B0 . Then
0 and z are diffeomorphic.
Proof When we forget about C and B0 , the pair .Hright;B/ is a standard .nC 1/–
dimensional handle of index k .
For instance, the effect of a right half-handle attachment on  is the same as the effect
of a standard handle attachment of the same index.
The situation is completely different in the case of left half-handle attachments.
Lemma 2-19 If 0 is the result of a left half-handle attachment, then 0 is diffeomor-
phic to .
Proof By definition the pair .Hleft;B/ is diffeomorphic to the pair .Dn Œ0; 1;Dn
f0g/. Attaching Hleft along B to  does not change the diffeomorphism type of .
The effect on Y of right and left half-handle attachments are almost the same, the only
difference is the index shift by 1.
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Lemma 2-20 If .0;Y 0I†0;M0; †01;M 01/ is the result of a left (respectively, right)
half-handle attachment to .;Y I†0;M0; †1;M1/ along .B;B0/ ,! .†1;M1/, then
Y 0 is the result of a classical handle attachment of index k   1 (respectively k )
along B0 .
Proof This follows immediately from Definition 2-14.
The effects of half handle attachment on † are also easily described. The next lemma
is a direct consequence of the definitions; its proof is omitted. We refer to Figures 5
and 6.
Lemma 2-21 (a) If .0;Y 0I†0;M0; †01;M 01/ is the result of index k right half-
handle attachment to .;Y I†0;M0; †1;M1/ along B0 ,! M1 , then †01 is dif-
feomorphic to †1 [B0 N , where N is an n–dimensional disk Dk  Dn k and
B0 D Sk 1 Dn k .
(b) Suppose .0;Y 0I†0;M0; †01;M 01/ is the result of left half-handle attachment to
.;Y I†0;M0; †1;M1/ along .B;B0/ ,! .†1;M1/. Then †01 is diffeomorphic to
†1 nB .
Example 2-22 Suppose nD 3, so †1 and †01 are three-dimensional manifolds with
boundary. The effects on †1 of left and right half-handle attachments to  are the
following (the numbers 0; 1; 2; 3; 4 are the index of a handle, “L” and “R” stand for
“left” and “right”):
(0R) †0
1
is a disjoint union of †1 and a 3–ball.
(1L) A 3–ball is removed from the interior of †1 .
(1R) A 1–handle (that is a thickened arc) is added to †1 . The attaching region is
formed by thickening two point on @†1 .
(2L) An arc  is chosen inside †1 such that @  @†1 . The manifold †01 is then
†1 with a tubular neighborhood of  removed.
(2R) A 2–handle (a thickened two-disk) is added to †1 . The attaching region is
formed by thickening a circle belonging to @†1 .
(3L) A disk D is specified inside †1 such that @D  @†1 . Then a tubular neigh-
borhood of D is removed.
(3R) A 3–handle (a ball) is added to †1 . Notice that adding a 3–ball destroys one
component of the boundary.
(4L) A connected component of †1 that is a ball, is removed from †1 . This is the
opposite of the (0R) move.
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Lemma 2-21 and Example 2-22 emphasize that right half-handle attachments and left
half-handle attachments are somehow dual operations on †. This can be seen also
at the Morse function level: changing a Morse function F to  F changes all right
half-handles to left-half handles and conversely; see Section 2.4 and 2.5 below. But the
above lemma shows another aspect as well: a right half handle attachment consists of
gluing a disk, a left half-handle attachment consists of removing a disk. Indeed, in the
case of right attachment, .†0
1
;M 0
1
/D .†1[Dk Dn k ; @†01/ is associated with an
embedding ˆW @DkDn k!M1 . On the other hand, by definition, for an embedding
ˆ0 W .Dk 1 DnC1 k ; @Dk 1 DnC1 k/! .†1;M1/, the pair
.†01;M 01/D .closure of .†1 nDk 1 DnC1 k/; @†01/
is obtained from .†1;M1/ by a handle detachment of index k   1. We formulate this
observation as a rephrasing of Lemma 2-21.
Corollary 2-23 The effect on .†1;M1/ of a right half–handle attachment of index
k is a handle attachment of index k to .†1;M1/. Likewise, the effect on .†1;M1/
of a left half-handle attachment of index k is a handle detachment of index k   1. In
particular, M 0
1
is obtained from M1 as the result of a k surgery in the first case, and
k   1 surgery in the second.
The duality can also be seen as follows: we can cancel any handle attachment by a
suitably defined handle detachment, and conversely.
The following definition introduces a terminology which is rather self-explanatory. We
include it for completeness of the exposition.
Definition 2-24 A cobordism .0;Y 0/ between .†;M / and .†0;M 0/ is a right (re-
spectively left) half-handle attachment of index k if .0;Y 0; †0;M 0/ is a result of right
(respectively left) half-handle attachments of index k (in the sense of Definition 2-14)
to .† Œ0; 1;M  Œ0; 1; † f0g;M  f0g; † f1g;M  f1g/.
We conclude this section by studying homological properties of handle attachment.
These properties will be used in [3]. The proofs are standard and are left to the reader.
Let .HC;C;B;N / be a half-handle of index k .
Lemma 2-25 If .Hright;C;B;N / is a right half-handle, then the pair .C;B0/ is a
strong deformation retract of .H rC;B/, while .Dk ; @Dk/ is a strong deformation retract
of .C;B0/. In particular, Hj .H rC;B/ Š Hj .C;B0/ D Z for j D k , and it is zero
otherwise.
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The situation is completely different for left half-handles.
Lemma 2-26 If .Hleft;C;B;N / is a left half-handle, then the pair .Hleft;B/ retracts
onto the trivial pair .point; point/. In particular, all the relative homologies H.Hleft;B/
vanish. On the other hand, .Dk 1
0
;Sk 2
0
/ is a strong deformation retract of .C;B0/,
hence Hj .C;B0/DZ for j D k 1, and it is zero otherwise. Therefore, the inclusion
.C;B0/ ,! .Hleft;B/ induces a surjection on homologies.
2.4 Boundary critical points and half-handles
Consider a Morse function F on a cobordism .;Y / and assume that it has a single
boundary critical point z of index k with critical value c and no interior critical points.
Theorem 2-27 If z is boundary stable (unstable), then the cobordism is a left (right)
half-handle attachment of index k respectively.
Proof We can assume that c D F.z/ D 0. Let us chose a neighborhood U of z
in . Shrinking U if necessary, we can assume that there are Morse coordinates
x1; : : : ;xnC1 on U (see Lemma 2-6) and in these coordinates U is a half-ball of
radius 2 for some positive number  :
U D fx21 C   Cx2nC1 6 42g\ fx1 > 0g:
The intersection Y \U defined by fx1 D 0g, and
F.x1; : : : ;xnC1/D a2C b2;
where if z is boundary stable we set
(2-28) a2 D x21 Cx22 C   Cx2k ; b2 D x2kC1C   Cx2nC1 .k > 1/;
and if z is boundary unstable
(2-29) a2 D x22 C   Cx2kC1; b2 D x21 Cx2kC2C   Cx2nC1 .k > 0/:
We also assume that x1; : : : ;xnC1 is an orthonormal Euclidean coordinate system.
Next, we consider " > 0 such that "  , and we define a space zH bounded by the
following conditions (see Figure 8):
zH WD f a2C b2 2 Œ "2; "2; a2b2 6 4  "4; x1 > 0g:
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Observe that
zH  U:
Let us now define the following parts of the boundary of zH :
(2-30)
zB D @ zH \f a2C b2 D "2g  F 1. "2/;
zP D @ zH \f a2C b2 D "2g  F 1."2/;
zK D @ zH \fa2b2 D 4  "4g;
zC D @ zH \fx1 D 0g  Y:
We have zB [ zP [ zK [ zC D @ zH (in Figure 8 we do not see zC , because this would
require one more dimension). If z is boundary unstable and k D 0 in (2-29) then the
term a2 is missing and zB D∅. Otherwise zB 6D∅.
a2
b2
a2b2 D 4   "4
 a2 C b2 D  "2
 a2 C b2 D "2
eH
Figure 8: A schematic presentation of zH , zB , zP , zK from the proof of
Theorem 2-27. To each point .a2; b2/ in zH on the picture correspond all
those points .x1; : : : ;xnC1/ for which (2-28) or (2-29) holds and x1 > 0 .
Lemma 2-31 The flow of rF is tangent to zK .
Proof Assume the critical point is boundary stable. The differential equation
dx
dt
DrF D . 2x1; : : : ; 2xk ; 2xkC1; : : : ; 2xnC1/
has a solution
.x1; : : : ;xnC1/! .e 2tx1; : : : ; e 2txk ; e2txkC1; : : : ; e2txnC1/:
It follows that a2! e 4ta2 and b2! e4tb2 , and the hypersurface a2b2 D constant
is preserved by the flow of rF .
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Lemma 2-32 The inclusion of pairs of spaces 
F 1. "2/[ zB zH ;Y \
 
F 1. "2/[ zB zH
 .;Y /
admits a strong deformation retract.
Proof By Lemma 2-10 we can assume that
.;Y /D .F 1.Œ "2; "2/;Y \F 1.Œ "2; "2/:
First we assume that zB is not empty, and it is given by the Equation (2-30) in U .
Set †  D closure of .F 1. "2/ n zB/ and let T  be the part of the boundary of † 
given by
T  D closure of .@†  n @F 1. "2//:
We have T   zB ; see Figure 9. Let us choose a collar of T  in †  , that is a
subspace U   †  diffeomorphic to T   Œ0; 1, T  identified with T   f0g and
@T   Œ0; 1  @†  \ @F 1. "2/. Let T 0  be the space identified with T   f1g by
this diffeomorphism.
Similarly, let †CD closure of .F 1."2/n zP /, and TCD closure of .@†Cn@F 1."2//.
We also define 0 as the closure of n zH . Clearly F has no critical points in 0 and
rF is everywhere tangent to @0 n .† [†C/D .Y \0/[ zK by Lemma 2-31. In
particular, by Lemma 2-10, the flow of rF on 0 yields a diffeomorphism between
†  and †C , mapping T  to TC . We define V  as the closure of the set of points
v such that a trajectory going through v hits U  . Lemma 2-10 implies that there
is a diffeomorphism V Š T   Œ0; 1 Œ "2; "2 such that for .x; t; s/ 2 V we have
F.x; t; s/D s . Finally, we also define V  WD f.x; t; s/ 2 V W s 6 "2.1  2t/g.
eB
U T 
T 0
 
† 
†C
† 
eH
Y
T 
TC
T 0
 
V
Figure 9: Notation used in Lemma 2-32. Note that the left picture is drawn
on †  , while the right one is on  .
We define the contraction in two steps: vertical and horizontal. The vertical contraction
is defined as follows. For v 2 zH [V  we define …V .v/D v . For a point v 20 nV
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we take for …V .v/ the unique point s 2†  such that a trajectory of rF goes from s
to v . Finally if v D .x; t; s/ 2 V nV  we define …V .v/D .x; t; "2.1  2t//.
By construction, the image of …V is zH [ V  [ F 1. "2/. Next, we define …H .
Note that …H will be defined only on the image of …V .
…H D id on zH [F 1. "2/, and maps .x; t; s/ 2 V  to .x; t   ."2C s/=.2"2/; "2/
if s 6 "2.2t  1/, and to .x; 0; s 2"2t/ otherwise. Note that the expressions agree for
any .x; t; s/ with s D "2.2t   1/ and these points are sent to .x; 0; "2/. Both …H
and …V are continuous retractions, by smoothing corners we can modify them into
smooth retractions; also they can be extended in a natural way to strong deformation
retracts. By construction, the retracts preserve Y too. See also Figure 10.
If zB is empty, then zH is necessarily a unstable (right) half-handle of index 0,
F 1.Œ "2; "2/ is a disconnected sum of zH and the manifold F 1. "2/Œ "2; "2.
F 1. "2/
Y
eH
V
F 1."2/
…V
eH
V  D …V .V /
…H
eH
Figure 10: Contractions …H and …V from the proof of Lemma 2-32. The
set V is now drawn as a rectangle.
Continuation of the proof of Theorem 2-27 We want to show that zH is a half-
handle.
By Section 2.2 we have the following description in local coordinates of the left
half-handle (2-33) and right half-handle (2-34) with cutting coordinate x1 :
Hleft D fx21 C   Cx2k 6 1g\ fx2kC1C   Cx2nC1 6 1g\ fx1 > 0g;(2-33)
Hright D fx22C : : :Cx2kC1 6 1g\ fx21Cx2kC2C : : :Cx2nC1 6 1g\ fx1 > 0g:(2-34)
We consider the subsets R and S of R2 given by
RD f.u; v/ 2R2W u> 0; v > 0; uv 6 4  "4;  uC v 2 Œ "2; "2g;
S D f.u; v/ 2R2W u 2 Œ0; "; v 2 Œ0; "g:
(Note that R can be seen in Figure 8 if we replace a2 by u and b2 by v .) These
subsets are clearly diffeomorphic. We choose a diffeomorphism  that maps the edge
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of R given by f uCvD "2g to the edge fuD "g of S and the images of coordinate
axes are the corresponding coordinate axes.
We use  to construct a diffeomorphism ‰ between zH and Hright (respectively Hleft )
as follows. First let us write  .u; v/D . 1.u; v/;  2.u; v//. As  maps axes to axes,
we have  1.0; v/D 0 and  2.u; 0/D 0. Furthermore  1;  2 > 0. By Hadamard’s
lemma there exist smooth functions  and  such that
 .u; v/D .u.u; v/2; v.u; v/2/:
We define now
‰.x1; : : : ;xnC1/D ..a; b/x1; : : : ; .a; b/xk ; .a; b/xkC1; : : : ; .a; b/xnC1/
if z is boundary stable, and
‰.x1; : : : ;xnC1/
D ..a; b/x1; .a; b/x2; : : : ; .a; b/xk ; .a; b/xkC1; : : : ; .a; b/xnC1/
if z is boundary unstable. Here a and b are given by (2-28) or (2-29). By construction,
‰ maps . zH ; zB; zC / diffeomorphically to the triple .H;B;C /, where
H D fa2 2 Œ0; "2; b2 2 Œ0; "2; x1 > 0g;
B D fa2 D "2; b2 2 Œ0; "2; x1 > 0g;
C D fa2 2 Œ0; "2; b2 2 Œ0; "2; x1 D 0g:
After substituting for a and b the values from (2-28) or (2-29) (depending on whether
z is boundary stable or unstable), we recover the model (2-34) of a right half-handle if
z is boundary unstable; or the model (2-33) of a left half-handle (both of index k ).
The fact that each half-handle can be presented in a left or right model will be now
used to show the following converse to Theorem 2-27. The result for nonboundary
case can be found in [12, Theorem 3.12].
Proposition 2-35 Let .;Y / D .†0  Œ0; 1;M0  Œ0; 1/ be a product cobordism
between .†0;M0/ and .†1;M1/Š .†0;M0/. Let us be given a half-handle .H;C;B/
of index k and an embedding of B0 D C \B into M1 (respectively an embedding of
.B;B0/ into .†1;M1/), and let .0;Y 0/ be the result of a right half-handle attachment
along B0 (respectively, a left half-handle attachment along .B;B0/) of index k . Then,
there exists a Morse function F W .0;Y 0/!R, which has a single boundary unstable
critical point .respectively, a single boundary stable critical point/ of index k on H and
no other critical points. In particular, F is a Morse function on a cobordism .0;Y 0/.
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Proof We shall prove the result for right half-handle attachment, the other case is
completely analogous. The proof consists mostly on reading “back to front” the proof
of Theorem 2-27; we shall use notation from this theorem, with "D 1 and D 2.
In the case of a right half-handle B0 is embedded into M1 and we extend this embedding
to an embedding of B into †1 (see Definition 2-14 and the remark just after it).
The manifold 0 is constructed in two steps. First, we glue a handle zH to  D
†0  Œ0; 1 along B obtaining a manifold 00 . The result is as in Figure 10 (the figure
on the right). After this gluing, a vertical component of @ zH appears (in notation of
(2-30) this vertical component is zK ).
We glue now †   Œ 1; 1 to 00 so as to obtain 0 as in Figure 10 on the left and in
the way that 00 is diffeomorphic to 0 . The way we do that is the following. The
boundary of †   Œ 1; 1 decomposes into three parts. The first part is †   f 1g;
we glue it to †0  f1g (notice that †  is †0 with B removed). The second part
is @†   Œ 1; 1. This part is identified with zK , in fact, the flow of rF studied in
Lemma 2-31 induces a diffeomorphism of zK with @†   Œ 1; 1. We glue togetherzK and @†   Œ 1; 1 using this identification. The third part of the boundary, that
is, †   f1g, is not glued. It follows from an argument as in Lemma 2-32 that 0 is
diffeomorphic to 00 .
The manifold 0 consists of three components: †0  Œ0; 1, H and †   Œ 1; 1. We
define a function F on each component separately, namely.
F.x/D
8ˆˆˆˆ
<ˆ
ˆˆˆ:
t if x D .v; t/ 2†0  ftg †0  Œ0; 1D;
2C t if x D .v; t/ 2†   ftg †   Œ 1; 1;
2 
kP
jD1
x2j C
nC1P
jDkC1
x2j if x D .x1; : : : ;xnC1/ 2H:
As defined, F is smooth on each of the three components. It is also globally continuous.
In fact, the identification of zK with †   Œ 1; 1 can be done so that F is continuous
on zK . On the part †0  f1g 0 , all the three components give the same value, that
is 1.
Given the construction of F , it remains to perturb F (that is, to approximate it uniformly
near zK[†0  f1g) to a smooth function and in the way that F does not get any new
critical points. For a general piecewise smooth function this is impossible, we can
consider the real valued function x 7! jxj: any smooth approximation must have a
critical point near x D 0. The reason for this is that near the nonsmooth point the
topology of level sets of jxj changes. This is essentially the main obstruction.
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In our situation, the topology of the level sets of F does not change near zK , nor
near †0  f1g, that is, near any gluing region. This is enough to show that F can
be approximated near its nonsmooth locus by a smooth function without introducing
additional critical points. The proof of this fact is standard, but technical. Instead of
giving all the details, we sketch a proof of a weaker result, Lemma 2-36. This result
takes care of approximating the function F near †0  f1g. Approximation near the
whole of zK[†0  f1g follows essentially the same pattern and is left to the reader.
Given the approximation result, the proof of Proposition 2-35 is finished.
Lemma 2-36 (Approximating piecewise smooth functions by smooth functions)
Suppose that N is a smooth, compact manifold. Let  W N  Œ 1; 1 ! Œ 1; 1 be
the projection onto the second factor. Let N0 D N  f0g, NC D N  Œ0; 1 and
N  DN  Œ 1; 0. Let f W N  Œ 1; 1 be a continuous function. Let fC and f  be
the restrictions to NC and N  respectively. Suppose that
(a) fC and f  are smooth and have no critical points on N  Œ 1; 1;
(b) f  1C .0/D f  1  .0/DN0 ;
(c) the image of fC is contained in R0 and the image of f  is contained in R0 ;
(d) the scalar product hf˙;ri is positive on N˙ nN0 .
Then for any  > 0 there exist "; ı 2 .0; / and a smooth function gW N  Œ 1; 1!R
such that
(i) g agrees with f  on N  Œ 1; ı and with fC on N  Œı; 1;
(ii) g takes values in Œ "; " on N  Œ ı; ı;
(iii) g has no critical points on N  Œ 1; 1.
Sketch of proof By compactness, the continuity of f˙ and assumptions (b), (c) there
exists ı0 > 0 such that fC.N  Œ0; ı0/  Œ0; =2 and f .N  Œ ı0; 0/  Œ =2; 0.
We set "D  and ı Dmin.ı0; =2/.
Choose a partition of unity subordinate to the covering Œ 1; 1D Œ 1; ı=2/[. ı; ı/[
.ı=2; 1. The three functions corresponding to this partition are denoted by   , 0
and C respectively.
Define ˆW N  Œ 1; 1! Œ0; 1 as compositions  ı , where  is any of “C”, “ ”
and “0”. Consider the vector field
v DˆCrfCCˆ0r Cˆ rf :
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By point (a) of the assumptions v is a smooth vector field. Assumption (d) implies
that hr; vi> 0 everywhere on N  Œ 1; 1, that is, v is a gradient–like vector field
for  . In particular, v does not vanish on N  Œ 1; 1.
Let h be a positive C1 function. Set vh D hv . Then vh is also a gradient–like
vector field for  . The trajectories of v coincide with those of vh : multiplication by h
changes only the speed of going along a trajectory.
We integrate the vector field vh to a function ghW N  Œ 1; 1!R. This means we first
set gh  f  on N  f 1g. Next, suppose x 2N  . 1; 1. Let  W U !N  Œ 1; 1
(here U is a closed interval) be a trajectory of vh such that  .0/ D x . Since vh is
gradient–like for  ,  must have come from N  f 1g in the past, more precisely,
there exist tx < 0 and y 2N  f 1g such that  .tx/D y . We set
gh.x/D gh.y/  tx :
Since vh is smooth, by the implicit function theorem gh is a smooth function.
Choosing the normalizing function h appropriately we can guarantee that g WDgh satis-
fies (i). Namely, we set hDkrf k 2 so that the directional derivative hvh;rf i  1
on N  Œ 1; ı. This implies that g D f  on N  Œ 1; ı. The choice of h on
N  Œ ı; ı is such that the time the trajectory goes from a point x  2 N  f ıg to
some xC 2N  fıg is equal to fC.xC/  f .x /. The latter expression is positive
by assumption (b). This implies that g D fC on N fıg and condition (ii) is satisfied
automatically. Finally we set hDkrfCk 2 on N Œı; 1. The verification of condition
(i) is straightforward.
As gh is strictly increasing on trajectories of vh , it cannot have any critical points.
2.5 Left and right product cobordisms and traces of handle attachments
In this subsection we create a dictionary between surgery theoretical notions (traces of
handle attachments and detachments) and Morse theoretical (additions of half-handles).
The main result of this subsection, Proposition 2-38, is a direct consequence of the
results proved earlier in the article.
To begin with, let .;Y / be a cobordism between .†0;M0/ and .†1;M1/.
Definition 2-37 We shall say that  is a left product cobordism if Š †0  Œ0; 1.
Similarly, if Š†1  Œ0; 1, then we shall say that  is a right product cobordism.
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Proposition 2-38 (a) If .;Y / is a cobordism between .†0;M0/ and .†1;M1/
consisting only of left half-handle attachments, then it is a left-product cobordism.
Likewise, if it consists only of right half-handle attachments, then it is a right product
cobordism.
(b) Let F W ! Œ0; 1 be a Morse function in the sense of Definition 1-4. Assume that
F has no critical points in the interior of . If all critical points on the boundary are
boundary stable, then F is a left-product cobordism. If all critical points are boundary
unstable, then F is a right product cobordism.
Proof Statements (a) and (b) are equivalent via Theorem 2-27 and Proposition 2-35.
The stable-unstable (right-left) statements are also equivalent by replacing the Morse
function F by  F . The stable case follows from Lemma 2-19.
The next results of this subsection will be not used in this paper, but we add them
because they bridge surgery techniques and applications, eg with [14] or [3].
In order to clarify what we wish, let us recall that by Theorem 2-27 if a Morse function
F defined on a cobordism .;Y / has only one critical point of boundary type then
.;Y / is a half-handle attachment. Proposition 2-35 is the converse of this; the (total)
space of a half-handle attachment can be thought as a cobordism with a Morse function
on it with only one critical point.
We wish to establish the analogues of these statements “at the level of †”. In Section 2.3
we proved that the output of a right/left half-handle attachment induces a handle
attachment/detachment at the level of †. The next lemma is the converse of this
statement. (In fact, the output cobordism provided by it can be identified with the
cobordism constructed in Proposition 2-35.)
Lemma 2-39 Assume that .†1;M1/ is the result of a handle attachment (respectively
detachment) to .†0;M0/. Then, there exists a cobordism .;Y I†0;M0; †1;M1/
such that Š†1  Œ0; 1 (respectively Š†0  Œ0; 1).
Proof Assume that .†1;M1/ arises from a handle attachment to .†0;M0/, ie †1 D
†0[Dk Dn k . Let us define D†1  Œ0; 1. The boundary @ can be split as
@D  †0[Dk Dn k f0g[  M1  Œ0; 1[  †1  f1g
D†0  f0g[Y [†1  f1g;
where Y DDk Dn k [ .M1  Œ0; 1/. Its Dk Dn k part can be “pushed inside”
 transforming (diffeomorphically)  into a cobordism; see Figure 11.
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An analogous construction can be used in the case of a handle detachment. If .†0
1
;M 0
1
/
is the result of a handle detachment from .†0;M0/, then the trace of the handle
detachment is the cobordism between .†0;M0/ and .†01;M 01/ such that
.0;Y 0/D .†0  Œ0; 1;M0  Œ0; 1[Dk Dn k/:
†0
†1
†0
†0
†1 Š †1  Œ0; 1
Y
Y
Y
Figure 11: Lemma 2-39. On the left a 1–handle is attached to †0 . On the
right there is a cobordism between †0 and †1 , which is a right product
cobordism.
Definition 2-40 The cobordism .;Y I†0;M0; †1;M1/ determined by Lemma 2-39
is called the trace of a handle attachment of .†0;M0/ (respectively the trace of a
handle detachment).
3 Splitting interior handles
We prove here the theorem about moving critical points to the boundary.
Theorem 3-1 Assume that on a cobordism .;Y / between .†0;M0/ and .†1;M1/
we have a Morse function F with a single critical point z of index k 2 f1; : : : ; ng in
the interior of  situated on the level set †1=2 D F 1.F.z//. If
(3-2) the connected component of †1=2 containing z has nonempty intersection
with Y ,
then there exists a function GW ! Œ0; 1, such that:
 G agrees with F in a neighborhood of †0[†1 .
 rG is everywhere tangent to Y .
 G has exactly two critical points zs and zu , which are both on the boundary and
of index k . The point zs is boundary stable and zu is boundary unstable.
 There exists a Riemannian metric such that there is a single trajectory of rG
from zs to zu inside Y .
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Remark 3-3 A careful reading of the proof shows that we can in fact construct a
smooth homotopy Gt such that F D G0 , G D G1 and there exists t0 2 .0; 1/ such
that Gt has a single interior critical point for t < t0 , two boundary critical points for
t > t0 and a degenerate critical point on the boundary for t D t0 . See Remark 3-15.
The proof of Theorem 3-1 occupies Sections 3.2 to 3.4. We make a detailed discussion
of Condition (3-2) in Section 3.5.
3.1 About the proof
The argument is based on the following two-dimensional picture. Consider the set
Z D f.x;y/ 2R2W x > 0g and the function DW Z!R given by
D.x;y/D y3 yx2C ay;
where a 2 R is a parameter. Observe that the boundary of Z given by fx D 0g is
invariant under the gradient flow of D (see Figure 12).
Lemma 3-4 For a> 0, D has a single Morse critical point in the interior of Z . For
a< 0, D has two Morse critical points on the boundary of Z .
Proof Critical points of D are given by @D
@x
D @D
@y
D 0, that is, xy D 0 and 3y2  
x2C aD 0. The first equation means that y D 0 or x D 0 and then we get solutions
.˙pa; 0/ and .0;˙p a=3/. In the case a> 0 we consider only first two solutions
(and only one of them belongs to Z ), while if a< 0, only the last two solutions are
real and they correspond to boundary critical points. Checking that these critical points
are Morse is straightforward and is left to the reader.
For aD 0, D acquires a D 
4
singularity at the origin (see eg [1, Section 17.1]).
In the proof of Theorem 3-1, we start by introducing “local/global” coordinates
.x;y;u1; : : : ;un 1/ at z , in which F has the form D.x;y/˙u21˙  ˙u2n 1 , hence
it also parametrizes a neighborhood of a path connecting z with a point of Y . Then we
change the parameter a (which we originally assume to be equal to 1) to  ı , where ı
is very small positive number (which corresponds to moving the critical point to the
boundary along the chosen path).
3.2 Proof of Theorem 3-1 under an additional assumption
We first give the proof assuming the existence of such coordinate system as in 3.1,
described explicitly in the next proposition (which is proved in Section 3.4). We use
the hypotheses and notation of Theorem 3-1.
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Figure 12: The trajectories of the gradient vector field of D for values of
a> 0 , aD 0 and a< 0 .
Proposition 3-5 There exists  > 0,  1 and an open “half-disk” U , intersect-
ing Y along a disk, and coordinates x;y;u1; : : : ;un 1 such that in these coordinates
U is given by
06 x < 3C ; jyj< ;
n 1X
jD1
u2j < 
2;
U \Y is given by fx D 0g, and in these coordinates F is given by
y3 yx2CyC 1
2
C
n 1X
jD1
ju
2
j ;
where 1; : : : ; n 1 2 f˙1g are choices of signs. In particular #fj W j D 1g D k   1,
where k D indz F .
Assuming the proposition, we prove Theorem 3-1. Let us introduce some abbreviations:
(3-6) EuD .u1; : : : ;un 1/; Eu2 D
n 1X
jD1
ju
2
j ; kEuk2 D
n 1X
jD1
u2j :
We fix a small real number " > 0 such that "  and two subsets U1  U2 of U by
U1 D fjyj6 "; x 6 3g[ f.x  3/2Cy2 6 "2g;
U2 D fjyj6 2"; x 6 3g[ f.x  3/2Cy2 6 4"2g:
The difference U21 WD U2 nU1 splits into two subsets S1[S2 (see Figure 13), where
S1 D U21\fx 6 3g; S2 D U21\fx > 3g:
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y
x
U1
S1
S2
U21 D S1 [ S2
z .3; 0/
Figure 13: Sets U1;U21;S1 and S2 in two dimensions (coordinates x and y ).
For a point v D .x;y;u1; : : : ;un 1/ 2 U , let us define
zs.v/D
8ˆˆˆˆ
<ˆ
ˆˆˆ:
1 if v 2 U1;
0 if v 2 U nU2;
2  jyj
"
if v 2 S1;
2 
p
.x 3/2Cy2
"
if v 2 S2:
The above formula defines a continuous function zsW U2! Œ0; 1. It is smooth away of
@S1 [ @S2 . We can perturb it to a C1 function sW U2! Œ0; 1, with the following
properties:
(S1) s 1.1/ D U1 , s 1.0/ D fjyj > 2"  "2g [ f.x   3/2C y2 > 4"2   "3;x  3g
(this is a thin region near the boundary of U2 ).
(S2) @s
@uj
D 0 for any j D 1; : : : ; n  1.
(S3) @s
@x
D 0, and j @s
@y
j< 2=" at all points of S1 . Furthermore y @s@y < 0 at all points
of S1 .
(S4) If v 2 S2 and we choose radial coordinates x D 3C r cos  , y D r sin  (where
r 2 Œ"; 2" and  2 Œ =2; =2), then j @s
@r
j< 2
"
and j @s
@
j< "
Observe that zs satisfies (S1)–(S4) at every point for which it is smooth; the only issue
is that on S1\S2 , zs fails to be C 2 .
Now let us choose a smooth decreasing function W Œ0; 2! Œ0; 1, which is equal to
0 on Œ3
4
2; 2 and .0/ D 1. We define now a new function bW U2! Œ0; 1 by the
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formula
(3-7) b.x;y; Eu/D s.x;y; Eu/ .kEuk2/:
Let us finally define the function GW ! Œ0; 1 by
(3-8) G.w/D

F.w/ if w 62 U2
y3 yx2Cy .ıC1/b.x;y; Eu/yC1
2
CEu2 if w D .x;y; Eu/ 2 U2;
where ı > 0 is a very small number. Later we shall show that it is enough to take
ı < "2=2. In the following lemmas we shall prove that G satisfies the conditions of
Theorem 3-1.
Lemma 3-9 The function G is smooth.
Proof It is a routine checking and we leave it for the reader.
In the next two lemmas we show that G has no critical points in U21 .
Lemma 3-10 G has no critical points on U21\fy D 0g.
Proof If .x; 0;u1; : : : ;un 1/2U21 then x > 3. Consider the derivative over y of G :
(3-11)
@G
@y
D 3y2 x2C 1  .ıC 1/b  .ıC 1/.u21C   Cu2n 1/
@s
@y
y:
Taking y D 0 we get  x2C 1  .ıC 1/b . Since b takes values in Œ0; 1 and x > 3,
one gets @G
@y
< 0.
Lemma 3-12 If ı < 3"2 , then G has no critical points on U21\fy ¤ 0g.
Proof Assume that @G
@x
D 0 for some .x;y; Eu/. Then
y

 2x  .ıC 1/ @s
@x


D 0:
As y ¤ 0, the expression in parentheses should be zero. If 0 < x 6 3, then by (S3)
we have @s
@x
D 0. Hence the above equality can not hold. Assume that x D 0. In the
derivative over y (see Equation (3-11)), the expression  .ıC 1/ @s
@y
y is nonnegative
by (S3). Furthermore b < 1, hence
@G
@y
> 3y2  ı:
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Now if ı < 3"2 then there are no critical points with x D 0. It remains to deal with
the case .x;y;u1; : : : ;un 1/ 2 S2 . Consider the derivative @G@y . By (S4) and the chain
rule we haveˇˇˇˇ
y
@s
@y
ˇˇˇˇ
D
ˇˇˇˇ
y
@r
@y
@s
@r
Cy @
@y
@s
@
ˇˇˇˇ

ˇˇˇˇ
y2
r
 @s
@r
ˇˇˇˇ
C
ˇˇˇˇ
.x  3/y
r2
 @s
@
ˇˇˇˇ
< r
2
"
C " < 5:
Furthermore j1  .ıC 1/bj6 1, and j3y2j< 1 because " is small. As x > 3, we have
@G
@y
< 0 on S2 .
On U1 the function G is given by
(3-13) G.x;y; Eu/D y3 yx2  ıyC Eu2C 1
2
:
As in Section 3.1 we study the critical points in U1 .
Lemma 3-14 G has two critical points on U1 at
zs WD .0;
p
ı=3; 0; : : : ; 0/;
zu WD .0; 
p
ı=3; 0; : : : ; 0/:
Both critical points are boundary, both of Morse index k , zs is stable, while zu is
unstable.
Proof The derivative of G vanishes only at zs and zu . Indices are immediately
computed from (3-13). The point zs is boundary stable, because for zs the expression
 yx2 is negative and the boundary is given by x D 0, hence it is attracting in the
normal direction. Similarly we prove for zu . See also Figure 12 for the two-dimensional
picture.
Remark 3-15 If we define Gt D y3 yx2Cy  t.ıC1/b yC 12C Eu2 for t 2 Œ0; 1,
then the same argument as in Lemmas 3-10 and 3-12 shows that Gt has no critical
points in U2 nU1 . As for critical points in U1 , observe that on U1 we have
Gt D y3 yx2C .1  t.1C ı//yC 12 C Eu2:
Let t0 D 1=.1C ı/. If t > t0 , the function Gt has two critical points on the boundary
Y , while for t < t0 , Gt has a single critical point in the interior U1 n Y . If t D t0 ,
Gt has a single degenerate critical point on Y . In this way we construct an “isotopy”
between F and G .
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Let us now choose a Riemannian metric g0 on
U 01 WD U1\fkEuk< "g
by the condition that .x;y;u1; : : : ;un 1/ be orthonormal coordinates (cf Remark 3-18
below). Clearly, any metric g on  can be changed near U1 so as to agree with g0 on
U 0
1
. In this metric the gradient of G is
(3-16) . 2xy; 3y2 x2  ı; 21u1; : : : ; 2n 1un 1/:
We want to show that there is a single trajectory starting from zs and terminating at
zu . Clearly, there is one trajectory from zs to zu which stays in U 0
1
(having y D 0
and EuD 0). In order to eliminate the others, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3-17 Let  be a trajectory of rG starting from zs . Let w be the point, where
 hits @U 0
1
for the first time. If ı is sufficiently small, then G.w/ >G.zu/.
Proof Assume that  .t/ is such trajectory. Assume that among numbers i , we have
i D  1 for i 6 k   1 and i D 1 otherwise. As zs is a critical point of the vector
field rG with a nondegenerate linear part, we conclude that the limit
lim
t! 1
 0.t/
k 0.t/k DW v D .x0;y0;u01; : : : ;u0;n 1/
exists. The vector v is the tangent vector to the curve  at the point zs , and it lies
in the unstable space. Hence x0 D 0 as .1; 0; : : : ; 0/ is a stable direction; similarly
u01 D    D u0;k 1 D 0. Therefore, until  hits the boundary of U 01 for the first time,
we have
x D u1 D    D uk 1 D 0:
Set also g.y/ D y3   ıy . One has the following cases, depending the position of
w , where  hits @U 0
1
for the first time: (a) y D  ", (b) y D ", or (c) kEuk2 D 2 .
The case (a) cannot happen since G is increasing along the trajectory, hence G.w/ >
G.zs/, a fact which contradicts g. "/ < g.pı=3/ valid for 2ı < "2 . In case (b),
G.w/ > G.zu/ follows from g."/ > g. pı=3/. Finally, assume the case (c). Then,
as u01 D    D u0;k 1 D 0, we obtain Eu2 D kEuk2 D 2 . Then G.w/ G.zs/ > 2 ,
because the contribution to G from y3  ıy increases along  . Hence G.w/ >G.zu/
follows again since " .
Given the above lemma it is clear that if a trajectory  leaves U 0
1
, then G becomes big-
ger than G.zu/. As G increases along any trajectory, it is impossible that such trajectory
limits in zu . The proof of Theorem 3-1, up to Proposition 3-5, is accomplished.
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Remark 3-18 The metric g0 defined below Remark 3-15 can be chosen so that
.x;y; Eu/ forms an orthogonal, but not necessarily orthonormal coordinate system.
Each component of the vector field (3-16) is then multiplied by a positive constant,
the statement of Lemma 3-17 still holds with essentially the same proof. However, g0
cannot be just any metric; we can choose a metric g0 in a way that there is an arbitrary
number of trajectories from zs to zu (topologically changing the metric can produce a
pair of mutually canceling intersection points between the unstable manifold of zs and
the stable manifold of zu ).
3.3 An auxiliary construction.
The following construction is a crucial ingredient in the proof of Proposition 3-5; see
the next section. Set
Z D f.x;y/ 2R2W x > 0g;
and define the two functions
(3-19) A.x;y/D x
3
3
p
3
 p3xy2  xp
3
C 2
3
p
3
; B.x;y/D y3 yx2Cy:
Observe that
AC iB D

xp
3
  iy
3
 

xp
3
  iy

C 2
3
p
3
:
Up to a linear transformation, the map .x;y/ 7!AC iB is a holomorphic map. Thus
it shares several geometric properties of a holomorphic map. For example, it is an open
map, and the singular points are precisely the points where the gradient of B vanishes.
Let us choose ı > 0 smaller than 2=.3
p
3/. Consider two sets
(3-20)
Z1 D f.x;y/ 2Z; x < 1; A.x;y/ ıg;
Z2 D f.x;y/ 2Z; x > 1; A.x;y/ ıg:
We have the following result.
Lemma 3-21 The map  .x;y/D .A.x;y/;B.x;y// maps Z1 and Z2 diffeomor-
phically onto E1 and E2 respectively, where
E1 D

.a; b/ 2R2W a 2

ı;
2
3
p
3

; E2 D
˚
.a; b/ 2R2W a ı	:
Proof One readily checks that  W Z1! V1 and  W Z2! V2 are bijections. As the
derivative D is nondegenerate on Z1[Z2 ,  is a diffeomorphism between the two
pairs of sets.
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Z1 Z2
y
x
Figure 14: Sets Z1 and Z2 from Section 3.3. There is also drawn the
singular level set A 1.0/ .
3.4 Proof of Proposition 3-5
First, as z is a critical point of index k 2 f1; : : : ; ng, by the Morse Lemma 2-6 we can
find a neighborhood zV of z and a chart h1W zV !RnC1 , with coordinates .x0;y; Eu/
such that
F ı h 11 .x0;y; Eu/D x0yC Eu2C 12 :
Remark 3-22 The term x0y (corresponding to a hyperbolic quadratic form) is the
moment when the assumption that k ¤ 0; nC 1 is used.
Let us define a map h2.x;y; Eu/D .x0;y; Eu/, where x0 D y2C 1 x2 . By the inverse
function theorem, h2 is a local diffeomorphism near .1; 0; : : : ; 0/. Shrinking zV if
needed, and considering h3 D h 12 ı h1 , we obtain h3.z/D .1; 0; : : : ; 0/ and
(3-23) F ı h 13 .x;y; Eu/D y3 yx2CyC Eu2C 12 D B.x;y/C Eu2C 12 :
Let us pick now  > 0 such that the cylinder
V D fjx  1j< ; jyj< ; kEuk< g RnC1
lies entirely in h3. zV /. By shrinking zV we may in fact assume that h3. zV /D V . If
0< ı 2=.3p3/ is sufficiently small then A.x; 0/ < ı implies jx  1j<  . Choose
such a ı , and set
V1 WD V \fx < 1; A.x;y/ ıg
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(compare (3-20)). By Lemma 3-21 the map
(3-24) ‰1.x;y; Eu/D .A.x;y/;B.x;y/C Eu2; Eu/;
is a diffeomorphism (being the composition of  ˚ IdRnC1 and a “triangular” map).
Set C1 WD‰1.V1/ and zV1 WD h 13 .V1/. Finally, let
hD‰1 ı h3:
Using (3-23) we obtain that
F ı h 1.a; b; Eu/D bC 1
2
:
Let  > ı be sufficiently close to ı satisfying the inclusion
D1 WD Œı;   . ; / . ; /n 1  C1:
Let zD1 D h 1.D1/ zV1 ; see Figure 15.
Lemma 3-25 If  and ı are small enough, there is an closed ball zW in , containing
zD1 , such that h extends to a diffeomorphism between zW and Œı; 2=.3
p
3/ Œ ; 
Œ ; n 1 with F ı h 1.a; b; Eu/D bC 1
2
, sending points with aD 2=.3p3/ to Y .
In the proof we shall use the following result.
Lemma 3-26 There exists a smooth curve  W Œı; 2=.3p3/!, such that:
  .2=.3
p
3// 2 Y .
  .t/ 2†1=2 .
  .t/ 2 zD1 if and only if t 2 Œı;  .
 h. .t//D .t; 0; : : : ; 0/.
  omits zV n zV1 .
  is transverse to Y .
Proof of Lemma 3-26 Let p D h 1.; 0; : : : ; 0/ 2†1=2 . Let B †1=2 be an open
ball with center z and p 2 @B . Let †0 be the connected component of †1=2 containing
p . We consider two cases.
Case 1 If †0 nB is connected, it is also path connected. By (3-2), there exists a path
z †0nB joining p with a point on the boundary. We can assume that z is transverse
to Y . We choose  D h 1.Œı;   f0; : : : ; 0g/[ z (and we smooth a possible corner
at p ). It is clear that  omits zV n zV1 and that we can find a parametrization of  by
the interval Œı; 2=.3
p
3/.
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eV

eV1
eD1 z
eV2
eD2
fW
Y
h3
V
.1; 0; : : : ; 0/
‰ 1
1
.W / ‰ 1
2
.h4.D2// D h03.eD2/
V1 V2x D 0
‰1 ‰2
C1 D ‰1.V1/ C2 D ‰2.V2/
W D1
a D ı a D ı
D2 h4
h4.D2/
‰ 1
2
a D 2=.3
p
3/
E1
Figure 15: Notation used in Section 3.4. The top line is the picture on  , the
middle line is in coordinates such that F is equal to y3 yx2CyC 1
2
C Eu2 .
The bottom line is in coordinates such that F D bC 1
2
. There is no mistake,
the line aD ı appears twice on the picture, in coordinates on C1 and on C2 .
Case 2 If †0nB is not connected, then as †0 is connected, by a homological argument
we have n D 1 and k D 1. Since †0 is connected and has boundary, then †0 is an
interval and B is an interval too. Then †0nB consists of two intervals, each intersecting
Y . One of these intervals contains p . So p is connected to Y by an interval, which
omits B . We conclude the proof by the same argument as in the above case, when
†0 nB was connected.
Proof of Lemma 3-25 Given Lemma 3-26, let us choose a tubular neighborhood
X of  in F 1.1
2
/ n . zV n zV1/. Shrinking X if needed we can assume that it is a
disk and X1 WD X \ zV D zD1\F 1.12/. Now let  be the vector field on zD1 given
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X1 D eD1 \ F 1.1=2/X
Y
eR
z D z.tz/
z
z.ı/
Figure 16: Proof of Lemma 3-25. Construction of the vector field  . Picture
on F 1.1
2
/ . The parallel vector field from the region on the right is extended
to the whole X so that it is tangent to  .
by .Dh/ 1.1; 0; : : : ; 0/, where Dh denotes the derivative of h. This vector field is
everywhere tangent to X1 and
(3-27)  j
\ zD1 D
d
dt
 .t/
by definition of  . We extend  to a smooth vector field on the of whole X , such that
(3-27) holds on the whole of  . For any point z 2  , the trajectory of  (which is  )
eventually hits Y and, on the other end, it hits the “right wall”
zRD h 1.fıg  f0g  . ; /n 1/:
(compare Figure 16; note that the horizontal coordinate there increases from right to left
for consistency with Figure 15). Since  is transverse to zR and to Y , by the implicit
function theorem trajectories close to  also start at zR and end up at Y . Shrinking
X if necessary we may assume that each point of X lies on the trajectory of  which
connects a point of zR to some point of Y , and all the trajectories are transverse to
both Y and zR.
We can now rescale  (that is multiply by a suitable smooth function constant on
trajectories) so that all the trajectories go from zR to Y in time 2=.3p3/  ı , ie the
same time as  does. The rescaled vector field allows us to introduce coordinates on
X in the following way. For any point z 2 X , let z be the trajectory of  , going
through z . We can assume that z.ı/ 2 zR. Let tz D  1z .z/, ie the moment when
z passes through z . Since we normalized z , we know that tz 2 Œı; 2=.3
p
3/ and
tz D 2=.3
p
3/ if and only if z 2 Y \X .
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Let Euz be such that h.z.ı// D .ı; 0; Euz/. The vector Euz might be thought of as a
coordinate on zR. We define now
h.z/D .tz; 0; Euz/:
This maps clearly extends h to the whole of X .
Now let zW be a tubular neighborhood of X in  n . zV n zV1/. We use the flow of rF
to extend coordinates from X to zW . More precisely, shrinking zW if needed we may
assume that for each w 2 zW the trajectory of rF intersects X . This intersection
is necessarily transverse and it is in one point, which we denote by zw 2 X . We
define now
h.w/D .tzw ;F.w/ F.zw/; Euzw /:
As h is a local diffeomorphism on X (because rF is transverse to X ), it is also a
local diffeomorphism near X . We put W D h. zW /. Clearly both definitions of h on
zV and zW agree. We may now decrease  and shrink W so that
W D Œı; 2=.3p3/ . ; / . ; /n 1:
We have F ı h 1.a; b; Eu/ D b C 1
2
. We now extend h3 over zW by the formula
h3 D‰ 11 ı h.
Consider now
V2 WD V \fx > 1; A.x;y/ ıg:
Let ‰2W V !RnC1 be given by ‰2.x;y; Eu/D .a; b; Eu/D .A.x;y/;B.x;y/CEu2; Eu/,
provided by the same formula as ‰1 in (3-24) but the image now satisfies a > ı ,
cf Lemma 3-21.
Let C2 D‰2.V2/, and let us choose  0 sufficiently small such that
D2 WD Œı;  0 .  0;  0/ .  0;  0/n 1  C2:
We shall denote hD‰2 ı h3 and zD2 D h 1.D2/.
Let us now fix M > 0 large enough and consider a map h4W RnC1! RnC1 of the
form
h4.a; b; Eu/D ..a/; b; Eu/;
where W Œı;  0Š Œı;M  is a strictly increasing smooth function, which is an identity
near ı . Consider the map h0
3
W ‰ 1
2
ıh4 ıhW zD2!RnC1 . Since h is an identity for a
close to ı , this map agrees with h3 for a close to ı . Furthermore F ı h 14 .a; b; Eu/D
F ıh 1 ıh 1
4
.a; b; Eu/D bC 1
2
by a straightforward computation. On the other hand,
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the point h 1. 0; 0; : : : ; 0/ 2 zD2 is mapped by h03 to .M; 0; : : : ; 0/ 2 RnC1 , where
M can be arbitrary large, eg M > 3.
Having gathered all the necessary maps, we now conclude the proof. Let
zU D zW [ . zV n h 13 .V1[V2/[ zD2:
The map h3W zU ! Œ0;1/Rn is given by h3 on zW and on zV n h 13 .V2/, and by
h0
3
on zD2 . This map is a diffeomorphism onto its image, so it is a chart near z . By
construction F ı h 1
3
is equal to y3   yx2C y C Eu2C 1
2
and h3. zW / contains the
segment with endpoints .0; 0; : : : ; 0/ and .3; 0; : : : ; 0/. Since it is an open subset, it
contains Œ0; 3C / . ; / . ; /n 1 for  > 0 small enough. The inverse image
of this cube gives the required chart.
This ends the proof of Theorem 3-1 which moves a single interior critical point to the
boundary. Section 4 generalizes this fact for multiple points; one of the needed tools
will be the rearrangements of the critical values/points.
3.5 Condition (3-2) revisited
We will provide two sufficient conditions which imply Condition (3-2). One is valid for
arbitrary n> 1, the other one holds only in the case nD 1. We shall keep the notation
from previous subsections, in particular .;Y / is a cobordism between .†0;M0/
and .†1;M1/, F W ! Œ0; 1 is a Morse function with a single critical point z in the
interior of , and F.z/D 1
2
. Let †1=2DF 1.12/ and †0 be the connected component
of †1=2 such that z 2†0 .
Proposition 3-28 If †0 , †1 and  have no closed connected components, then
†0\Y ¤∅. In particular, in Theorem 3-1 we can assume that †0; †1 and  have no
closed connected components instead of (3-2).
Proof Let p D h 1.; 0; : : : ; 0/ 2 zD1  and let B be an open ball in †0 near z ,
such that p 2 @B . It is enough to show that p can be connected to Y by a path in
†1=2 , which misses B (compare Lemma 3-26).
Let us choose a Riemannian metric on . Let W sz be the stable manifold of z and
let T be the intersection of W sz and †0 . This is a .k   1/–dimensional sphere. The
flow of rF induces a diffeomorphism ˆW †1=2 nB Š†0 nB0 , where B0 is a tubular
neighborhood of T in †0 (here we tacitly use the fact that ı and  are small enough);
see Figure 17. Let p0 D ˆ.p/. Let †00 be the connected component of †0 which
contains B0 .
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Now we will analyze several cases. Recall that k D indz F 2 f1; : : : ; ng. First we
assume that k < n. Then †0
0
nT is connected, so p0 can be connected to the boundary
of †0
0
— which is nonempty by the assumptions of the proposition — by a path 0 .
Now the inverse image ˆ 1.0/ is the required path.
T
p00
Figure 17: Notation on †0 .
If k D n> 1 then we reverse the cobordism and look at  F , hence this case is covered
by the previous one (since k D n will be replaced by k D 1< n).
Finally, it remains to deal with the situation k D nD 1. Then dim†0 D 1. T consists
of two points. Assume first that they lie in a single connected component †0
0
of †0 .
We shall show that this is impossible. As †0
0
is connected with nontrivial boundary, it
is an interval. The situation is like on Figure 18. Now as F has precisely one Morse
critical point of index 1, †1 is the result of a surgery on †0 . This surgery consists of
removing two inner segments from †0 and gluing back two other segments, which in
Figure 18 are drawn as dashed arc. But then †1 has a closed connected component,
which contradicts assumptions of Theorem 3-1.
Therefore, T lies in two connected components of †0 . The situation is drawn in
Figure 19, and it is straightforward to see that p0 (either p00 or p000 in Figure 19) can
be connected to M0 by a segment omitting B0 .
The proof of Proposition 3-28 suggests that the case nD 1 is different from case n> 1.
We shall provide now a full characterization of the failure to (3-2).
Proposition 3-29 Assume that k D nD 1 and  is connected. If (3-2) does not hold,
then  is a pair of pants, †0 is a circle and †1 is a disjoint union of two circles; or
vice versa: †1 D S1 and †0 is a disjoint union of two circles. In particular, Y D∅.
Proof A one-handle attached to a surface changes the number of boundary components
by ˙1. Let us assume that †1 has fewer components than †0 , if not we can reverse the
cobordism. As  is connected, †0 has two components and †1 only one. Let A0†0
be the attaching region, ie the union of two closed intervals to which the one-handle is
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M0M0 B0 T T
p0
0
p00
0
Figure 18: Proof of Proposition 3-28. Case k D 1 and nD 1 and T lies in
two components of † . †0 is the horizontal segment. The points p00 and p
00
0
are the two possible positions of the point p0 .
M0M0 M0M0B0 B0
TT p
0
0
p00
0
Figure 19: Proof of Proposition 3-28. Case k D 1 and nD 1 and T lies in
two components of †0 . The points p00 and p
00
0
are the two possible positions
of the point p0 . Both can be connected to the boundary M0 .
attached. With the notation of Section 3.5 we have .†0; z/Š .†0=A0;A0=A0/, where
the quotient denotes collapsing a space to a point. In particular z cannot be joined to
Y by a path in †0 if and only if †0 is disjoint from Y . Hence †0 is closed, that is, it
is a union of two circles.
4 Rearrangements of boundary handles
4.1 Preliminaries
Let .;Y / be a cobordism between two n–dimensional manifolds with boundary
.†0;M0/ and .†1;M1/. Let F be a Morse function, with critical points w1; : : : ; wk 2
Int and y1; : : : ;yl 2 Y . In the classical theory (that is, when Y D∅), the Thom–
Milnor–Smale theorem (see [12, Section 4]) says that we can alter F without introduc-
ing new critical points such that if indwi < indwj , then F.wi/ < F.wj / as well. We
want to prove similar results in our more general case.
In this section we rely very strongly on [12, Section 4].
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4.2 Elementary rearrangement theorems
We shall begin with the case kC l D 2, ie F has two critical points. For a critical point
p we shall denote by Kp the union W sp [ fpg [W up , ie the set of all points x 2,
such that the trajectory t .x/ (t 2R), of the gradient vector field rF contains p in
its limit set. Elementary rearrangement theorems deal with the case when the two sets
Kp1 and Kp2 for the two critical points are disjoint.
Proposition 4-1 (Rearrangement of critical points) Let p1 and p2 be two critical
points, and assume that K1 WD Kp1 and K2 WD Kp2 are disjoint. Let us choose
a1; a2 2 .0; 1/. Then, there exist a Morse function GW ! Œ0; 1, with critical points
exactly at p1 and p2 , such that G.pi/D ai , i D 1; 2; furthermore, near p1 and p2 ,
the difference F  G is a locally constant function.
Remark 4-2 If both critical points are on the boundary, in order to guarantee the above
existence, we need even to change the Riemannian metric away from K1 and K2 .
Proof Similarly to [12, Section 4] we will use an auxiliary result. Its proof is postponed
after the end of proof of Proposition 4-1.
Lemma 4-3 There exists a smooth function W ! Œ0; 1 with the following proper-
ties:
(M1)  0 in a neighborhood of K1 .
(M2)  1 in a neighborhood of K2 .
(M3)  is constant on trajectories of rF .
Furthermore, if at least one of the critical points is interior, we have
(M4)  is constant on Y .
We continue with the proof of Proposition 4-1. We choose a smooth function ‰W Œ0; 1
Œ0; 1! Œ0; 1 with:
(PS1) @‰
@x
.x;y/ > 0 for all .x;y/ 2 Œ0; 1 Œ0; 1.
(PS2) There exists ı > 0 such that ‰.x;y/ D x for all x 2 Œ0; ı[ Œ1  ı; 1 and
y 2 Œ0; 1.
(PS3) For any s 2 . ı; ı/ we have ‰.F.p1/Cs; 0/D a1Cs and ‰.F.p2/Cs; 1/D
a2C s .
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For any  2  we define G./ D ‰.F./; .//. From the properties (PS3), (M1)
and (M2) we see that near pi , G differs from F by a constant. The property (PS2)
ensures that G agrees with F in a neighborhood of †0 and †1 . Let us show that rG
does not vanish away from pi . By the chain rule we have
(4-4) rG D @‰
@x
rF C @‰
@y
r:
Since  is constant on all trajectories of rF , the scalar product hrF;ri D 0. Then
the property (PS1) guarantees that hrG;rFi> 0 away from p1 and p2 .
We need to show that rG is everywhere tangent to Y . If one of the points is interior,
by (M4) r vanishes on Y , hence rG is parallel on Y to rF and we are done. Next
assume that both critical points are on the boundary. Let us choose an open subset
U of Y such that rjU D 0 and K1 [K2  U . This is possible, because of the
properties (M1) and (M2). Then let us choose a neighborhood W in  of Y nU ,
disjoint from K1 and K2 . Observe that dG.rF /D hrG;rFi > 0. As rF 2 T Y
one has T Y 6 ker dG , so by Lemma 1-7 we can change the metric in W so that rG
is everywhere tangent to Y .
Proof of Lemma 4-3 Let us define T1 DK1\†0 and T2 DK2\†0 . Assume that
T1 and T2 are not empty. For each  2  nK1 [K2 , let ./ be the intersection
of the trajectory of  under rF with †0 . This gives a map  W  n .K1 [K2/!
†0 n .T1[T2/.
Let us define  first on †0 by the following conditions:   1 in a neighborhood
of T2 ,   0 in a neighborhood of T1 . Furthermore, if either T1 or T2 is disjoint
from the boundary M0 we extend  to a constant function on M0 . Finally, we extend
 to the whole  by picking ./D ..// if  62K1[K2 , and jKi ./D i   1,
i D 1; 2.
If T1D∅, then indF p1D 0 and the proof of the rearrangement theorem is completely
straightforward.
4.3 Morse–Smale condition on manifolds with boundary
In the classical theory, the Morse–Smale condition imposed on a Morse function
F W M !R means that for each pair of two critical points p1;p2 of M the intersection
of stable manifold W sp1 with the unstable manifold of W
u
p2
is transverse. (Note that
this Morse–Smale condition also depends on the choice of Riemannian metric on M .)
Following [9, Definition 2.4.2], we reformulate the Morse–Smale condition in the
following way.
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Definition 4-5 The function F is called Morse–Smale if for any two critical points
p1 and p2 , the intersection of Int\W sp1 with Int\W up2 is transverse (as the
intersection in the .nC 1/–dimensional manifold ) and the intersection of Y \W sp1
with Y \W up2 is transverse (as an intersection in the n–dimensional manifold Y ).
The Morse–Smale functions form an open-dense subset of all C 2 smooth functions
satisfying the condition (1-8). The proof is the same as in the case of the Morse
functions on manifolds without boundary; see for example [13, Theorem 2.27].
Assume now that F is Morse–Smale. Given two critical points of F , p1 and p2 , we
want to check whether W sp1 \W up2 D∅. This depends not only on the indices, but also
on whether either of the two points are boundary stable. We show this in a tabulated
form in Table 1, where indp1 D k and indp2 D l . In studying the intersection, we
remark that W sp1 \W up2 is formed from trajectories, so if for dimensional reasons we
have dimW sp1 \W up2 < 1, it immediately follows that this intersection is empty.
type of p1 type of p2 dimW sp1 dimYW
s
p1
dimW up2 dimYW
u
p2
empty if
interior interior k ∅ nC 1  l ∅ k 6 l
interior b. stable k ∅ ∅ nC 1  l always
interior b. unstable k ∅ nC 1  l n  l k 6 l
b. stable interior k k   1 nC 1  l ∅ k 6 l
b. stable b. stable k k   1 ∅ n  l k 6 l
b. stable b. unstable k k   1 nC 1  l n  l k 6 l
b. unstable interior ∅ k nC 1  l ∅ always
b. unstable b. stable ∅ k ∅ nC 1  l k< l
b. unstable b. unstable ∅ k nC 1  l n  l k 6 l .
Table 1: The last column shows whether there might exist trajectories from
z2 to z1 under the Morse–Smale condition. We write dimW s D dim.W s\
Int/ and dimY W s D dim.W s \Y / . ∅ means the manifold is empty.
4.4 Global rearrangement theorem
Let us combine the rearrangement theorems from Section 4.2 with the computations in
Table 1.
Proposition 4-6 Let F be a Morse function on a cobordism .;Y / between .†0;M0/
and .†1;M1/. Let w1; : : : ; wm be the interior critical points of F and let y1; : : : ;ykCl
be the boundary critical points, where the points y1; : : : ;yk are boundary stable and
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ykC1; : : : ;ykCl are boundary unstable. Let us choose real numbers 0 < c0 < c1 <
  < cnC1 < 1, 0< cs1 <   < csnC1 < 1, 0< cu0 <   < cun < 1 satisfying
(4-7)
csi 1 < ci < csiC1;
cui 1 < ci < cuiC1;
cui 1 < csi < cui
for all i 2 f0; : : : ; nC 1g (we can assume that c 1 D cs0 D cu 1 D 0, cnC2 D csnC2 D
cu
nC1 D 1 so that (4-7) makes sense for all i ).
Then there exists another Morse function G on the cobordism .;Y / with critical
points w1; : : : ; wm in the interior, y1; : : : ;ykCl on the boundary, such that if indwj D
l , then G.wj /D cl , if indyi D l and yi is boundary stable then G.yi/D csl , and if
indyi D l and yi is boundary unstable, then G.yi/D cul .
Proof Given the elementary rearrangement result (Proposition 4-1), the proof is
completely standard (see the proof of Theorem 4.8 in [12]). Note only that we need to
have csi < c
u
i in the statement, because there might be a trajectory from a boundary
stable critical point to a boundary unstable of the same index. However, we are free to
choose ci < csi or ci 2 .csi ; cui / or ci > cui .
4.5 Moving more handles to the boundary at once
Before we formulate Theorem 4-10, let us introduce the following technical notion.
Definition 4-8 The Morse function F on the cobordism .;Y / is called technically
good if it has the following properties.
(TG1) If p1 , p2 are (interior or boundary) critical points of F then indp1 < indp2
implies F.p1/ < F.p2/.
(TG2) There exist regular values of F , say c; d 2 Œ0; 1, with c < d such that
F 1Œ0; c contains those and only those critical points which have index 0 or
which are boundary stable critical points of index 1, and F 1Œd; 1 contains
those and only those critical points which have index nC 1 and boundary
unstable critical points of index n.
(TG3) There are no pairs of 0 and 1 (interior) handles of F that can be canceled (in
the sense of Section 5).
(TG4) There are no pairs of n and nC1 (interior) handles of F that can be canceled.
Lemma 4-9 Each function F can be made technically good without introducing new
critical points.
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Proof By Proposition 4-6 we can rearrange the critical points of F , proving (TG1)
and (TG2). The properties (TG3) and (TG4) can be guaranteed, using the handle
cancellation theorem (eg [12, Theorem 5.4]). We refer to the beginning of Section 5
for an explanation that one can use the handle cancellation theorem if the manifold in
question has boundary.
Theorem 4-10 Let .;Y / be a cobordism between .†0;M0/ and .†1;M1/. Let
F be a technically good Morse function on that cobordism, which has critical points
y1; : : : ;yk on the boundary Y , points z1; : : : ; zlCm in the interior Int, of which
zmC1; : : : ; zlCm have index 0 or nC1 and the indices of z1; : : : ; zm are in f1; : : : ; ng.
Suppose furthermore the following properties are satisfied:
(I1) †0 and †1 have no closed connected components.
(I2)  has no closed connected components.
Then there exists a Morse function GW ! Œ0; 1, on the cobordism .;Y /, with
critical points y1; : : : ;yk 2 Y , zmC1; : : : ; zlCm and zs1; zu1 ; : : : ; zsm; zum such that:
 indG yi D indF yi for i D 1; : : : ; k and for j D mC 1; : : : ;mC l we have
indG zj D indF zj .
 For j D 1; : : : ;m, indG zsj D indG zuj D indF zj .
 For j D 1; : : : ;m, zsj and zuj are on the boundary Y , furthermore zsj is boundary
stable, zuj is boundary unstable and G.z
s
j / <G.z
u
j /.
In other words, we can move all critical points to the boundary at once. To prove
Theorem 4-10 we use Theorem 3-1 independently for each critical point z1; : : : ; zm .
We need to ensure that Condition (3-2) holds. This is done in Proposition 4-11 stated
below. Given these two ingredients the proof is straightforward.
4.6 Topological ingredients needed in the proof of Theorem 4-10
Proposition 4-11 Let F be a technically good Morse function on the cobordism
.;Y /. Assume that †0 , †1 and  have no closed connected components. Let c; d
be as in Definition 4-8.
(a) If n > 1, then for any y 2 Œc; d , the inverse image F 1.y/ has no closed
connected component.
(b) If nD 1, then after possibly rearranging the critical values of the interior critical
points of index 1, for any interior critical point z 2 of F of index 1, z can be
connected with Y by a curve lying entirely in F 1.F.z//; and furthermore all
the critical points are on different levels.
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†0 D F 1.0/
†1 D F 1.1/
1
0
1
2
Y
F
Figure 20: The statement of Proposition 4-11(a) does not hold if nD 1 . Here
F is the height function. The level set F 1.1
2
/ , drawn on the picture, has
two connected components, one of which is closed.
Remark 4-12 The distinction between the cases n> 1 and nD 1 is necessary. The
conclusion of point (a) of Proposition 4-11 is not necessarily valid if n D 1; see
Figure 20 for a simple counterexample.
First let us prove several lemmas, which are simple consequences of the assumptions
of Proposition 4-11. We use assumptions and notation of Proposition 4-11.
Lemma 4-13 Let x;y 2 Œ0; 1 with x < y . If 0 is a connected component of
F 1Œx;y then either 0 \ Y D ∅, or for any u 2 Œx;y\ Œc; d  we have F 1.u/\
0\Y ¤∅.
Proof Assume that for some u2 Œx;y\ Œc; d  the intersection F 1.u/\0\Y D∅
and 0\Y ¤∅. Then either 0\Y \F 1Œ0;u or 0\Y \F 1Œu; 1 is not empty.
Assume the first possibility (the other one is symmetric) and let Y 0D0\Y \F 1Œ0;u.
Let f D F jY 0 be the restriction. Then Y 0 is compact and f has a local maximum
on Y 0 . This maximum corresponds to a critical point of f of index n, so either a
boundary stable critical point of F of index nC1, or a boundary unstable critical point
of index n. But the corresponding critical value is smaller than u, so smaller than d ,
which contradicts property (TG2).
Lemma 4-14 For any x 2 Œc; 1 the set F 1Œ0;x cannot have a connected component
disjoint from Y .
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Proof Assume the contrary, and let 0 be a connected component of F 1Œ0;x
disjoint from Y . Let 1 be the connected component of  containing 0 . Suppose
that 1\Y D∅. Then either 1\ .†0[†1/D∅ or 1\ .†0[†1/¤∅. In the
first case 1 is a closed connected component of , in the second either 1\†0 , or
1 \†1 is not empty, so either †0 or †1 has a closed connected component. The
contradiction implies that 1\Y ¤∅.
By Lemma 4-13 we have then F 1.x/\1\Y ¤∅, hence 00 WD .F 1Œ0;x\1/n0
is not empty and is disjoint from 0 . As 0 and 00 both belong to 1 which is con-
nected, there must be a critical point z 21 of index 1, which joins 0 to 00 . We have
F.z/ > x and 0; 00 belong to two different connected components of F 1Œ0;F.z//
and to a single connected component of F 1Œ0;F.z/. The connected component of
F 1Œ0;F.z// containing 0 has empty intersection with Y (by Lemma 4-13) hence z
must be an interior critical point of index 1. We also remind the reader that all critical
points of F on 0 are interior critical points, because 0\Y D∅.
Let W s be the stable manifold of z of the vector field rF . Then W s \1 must
be a connected curve, with nonempty intersection with 0 . One of its boundaries is
either on †0\0 or it is a critical point of F in 0 , necessarily interior and by the
Morse–Smale condition, its index is 0. In the first case, †0 \0 is not empty and
since it is disjoint from Y , †0 has a closed connected component. In the other case,
we have in 1 a single trajectory between a critical point of index 0 and a critical
point of index 1. This contradicts (TG3).
Lemma 4-15 Assume that for some y 2 Œc; d  †1 and †2 are two disjoint connected
components of F 1.y/. If F has no interior or boundary unstable critical points of
index n with critical value in Œc;y/, then †1 and †2 belong to two different connected
components of F 1Œ0;y.
Proof For x < y and close to y the sets †1 and †2 lie in two different connected
components of F 1.x;y. Let x0 > 0 be the smallest x with that property. Assume
x0 > 0. Then x0 is a critical value of F . The number of connected components of
F 1.x/ increases as x crosses x0 . Thus the corresponding critical point is either
an interior critical point of index n, or a boundary unstable critical point of index
n. But then x0 > c because of (TG2), so we have x0 2 Œc;y which contradicts the
assumptions of the lemma.
It follows that x0 D 0. As F has no critical points on †0 , it follows that †1 and †2
belong to different components of F 1Œ0;y.
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Lemma 4-16 Let y 2 Œc; d  be chosen so that there are no interior or boundary unstable
critical points of index n with critical values in Œc;y/. Then F 1.y/ has no closed
connected components.
Proof Assume that †0 is a closed connected component of F 1.y/. Let †00 D
F 1.y/n†0 , it is not empty by Lemma 4-13 (applied for xD 0, yD 1), for otherwise
\ Y D ∅. Let 0 be the connected component of F 1Œ0;y containing †0 . By
Lemma 4-15, 0 and †00 are disjoint, in particular 0\F 1.y/\Y D†0\Y D∅.
By Lemma 4-13, 0\Y D∅. But this contradicts Lemma 4-14.
Remark 4-17 There exists a symmetric formulation of the last three lemmas, which
can be obtained by considering the function 1   F instead of F . For instance, in
Lemma 4-16, the symmetric assumption is that there are no interior or boundary stable
critical points of index 1 in .y; d . The statement is the same.
Proof of Proposition 4-11 Case n > 1 Let x 2 Œc; d  be a noncritical value such
that all the critical points of F with index n have critical value greater than x , and
all critical points with index smaller than n have critical values smaller than x . Such
x exists because of (TG1). If y 6 x , then Lemma 4-16 guarantees that F 1.y/ has
no closed connected components. If y > x , then F 1Œy; d  has no critical points of
index 1 (as n> 1), so we apply the symmetric counterpart of Lemma 4-16.
Case nD 1 The property (TG2) implies that the only critical points of F jŒc;d  are the
interior critical points of index 1. Let us call them z1; : : : ; zm . Since they are all of the
same index, by Proposition 4-6 we are able to rearrange the values F.z1/; : : : ;F.zm/
at will. Let us fix c1; : : : ; cm with the property that c < c1 <   < cm < d . Let us first
rearrange the points z1; : : : ; zm so that F.z1/D    D F.zm/D c1 .
The singular level set F 1.c1/ is a singular manifold with m singular points z1; : : : ; zm ,
which are double points. By Lemma 4-16, F 1.c1/ has no closed connected compo-
nents. In particular each of the points z1; : : : ; zm , can be connected to Y by a curve
lying in F 1.c1/. At least one of those points can be connected to Y by a curve
 , which misses all the other critical points. We relabel the critical points so that
this point is zm . We rearrange the critical points so that F.zm/D cm and the value
F.z1/D    D F.zm 1/D c1 . By construction, zm can be connected to Y by a curve
lying in F 1.cm/.
The procedure now is repeated, ie assume that we have already moved zkC1; : : : ; zm
to levels ckC1; : : : ; cm respectively. Then F 1.c1/ still has no closed connected
components by Lemma 4-16. We assume that zk can be connected to Y by a curve in
F 1.c1/ omitting all the other critical points. Then we rearrange the critical values so
that F.zk/D ck . The proof is accomplished by an inductive argument.
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4.7 Splitting of cobordisms
We have now all the ingredients needed to prove our main theorem about splitting
cobordisms. We slightly change the notation in this subsection; the cobordism will be
between .†;M / and .†0;M 0/.
Theorem 4-18 Let .;Y / be a cobordism between .†;M / and .†0;M 0/. If
 † and †0 have no closed connected components,
  has no closed connected component,
then the relative cobordism can be expressed as a union
D0[1=2[1[3=2[    [nC1=2[nC1
such that @s D†s[†sC1=2[Ys with †0D†, †nC3=2D†0 , Y D Y0[  [YnC1 .
In other words .s;Ys/ is a cobordism between .†s;Ms/ and .†sC1=2;MsC1=2/,
where Ms D @†s D†s \Ys . Furthermore:
 .0;Y0/ is a cobordism given by a sequence of index-0 handle attachments.
 For k D 1; : : : ; nC1, .k 1=2;Yk 1=2/ is a left product cobordism, given by a
sequence of index-k left half-handle attachments.
 For k D 1; : : : ; n, .k ;Yk/ is a right product cobordism, given by a sequence
of index-k right half-handle attachments.
 .nC1;YnC1/ is a cobordism provided by a sequence of index-.nC 1/ handle
attachments.
Proof Let us begin with a Morse function F on the cobordism which has only bound-
ary stable critical points (see Remark 2-3). Assume that w1; : : : ; wm are the interior
critical points and y1; : : : ;yk are the boundary critical points. After a rearrangement
of critical points and the cancellation of pairs of critical points as in Lemma 4-9 we
can make F technically good. After applying Theorem 4-10 we get that F can have
only 0 handles and nC 1 handles as interior handles. Let us write  D 1=.4nC 6/
and choose c0 D  , cs1 D 3 , cu1 D 5 , : : : , csk D .4k   1/ , cuk D .4k C 1/ , : : :,
cs
nC1D1 3 , cnC1D1  . We rearrange the function F according to Proposition 4-6.
Then we define for k D 0; 1
2
; 1; : : : ; nC 1 the manifold k D F 1Œ4k; .4kC 2/,
Yk Dk \Y and †k D F 1.4k/.
By construction, each part .k ;Yk/ contains critical points only of one type: for kD 0
and nC 1 they are interior critical points, for k D 1; : : : ; n they are boundary unstable
of index k and for k D 1
2
; : : : ; nC 1
2
, they are boundary stable of index kC 1
2
and we
conclude the proof by Proposition 2-38.
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Remark 4-19 If the cobordism is a product on the boundary, ie Y DM  Œ0; 1, we
can choose the initial Morse function to have no critical points on the boundary. Then
all the critical points of F come in pairs, zsj and z
u
j with z
s
j boundary stable, z
u
j
boundary unstable and there is a single trajectory of rF going from zsj do zuj .
The strength of Theorem 4-18 is that it is much easier to study the difference between
the intersection forms on .†k ;Mk/ and on .†k˙1=2;Mk˙1=2/. We refer to [3] for
an application of this fact.
5 The cancellation of boundary handles
In this section we assume that F is a Morse function on the cobordism .;Y / satisfying
the Kronheimer–Mrowka–Morse–Smale regularity condition (Definition 4-5). We
assume that F has precisely two critical points z and w , with ind z D k and indw D
kC1 and that there exists a single trajectory  of rF going from z to w . If z and w
are both interior critical points, then [12, Theorem 5.4] implies that .;Y / is a product
cobordism. In fact, Milnor’s proof modifies F only in a small neighborhood of  ,
which avoids the boundary Y . Hence it does not matter that in our case the cobordism
has a boundary.
We want to extend this result to the case of boundary critical points. In some cases an
analogue of the Milnor’s theorem holds, in other cases we can show that it cannot hold.
5.1 Elementary cancellation theorems
The following generalization of Milnor’s theorem was first obtained in [7, Theorem 1].
Theorem 5-1 Let z and w be a boundary critical points of index k and k C 1,
respectively. Assume that  is a single trajectory joining z and w . Furthermore,
assume that both z and w are boundary stable, or both boundary unstable. Then
.;Y / is a product cobordism.
As usual, it is enough to prove the result for boundary unstable critical points, the other
case is covered if we change F to 1 F . Note also, see Section 5.2, the assumption
that both critical points are boundary stable, or both boundary unstable is essential.
A careful reading of Milnor [12, pages 46–66] shows that the proof there applies to
this situation with only small modifications. Below we present only three steps of that
proof, adjusted to our situation. We refer to [12] for all the missing details.
Let  be the gradient vector field of F . The proof relies on the following proposition
(see the Preliminary hypothesis 5.5 in [12], proved on pages 55–66).
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Proposition 5-2 There exist an open neighborhood U of  and a coordinate map
gW U ! R>0 Rn and a gradient-like vector field  0 agreeing with  away from U
such that:
 g.Y / fx1 D 0g, and g.U / fx1 > 0g.
 g.z/D .0; 0; : : : ; 0/.
 g.w/D .0; 1; : : : ; 0/.
 g 0 D D .x1; v.x2/; x3; : : : ; xk ;xkC1; : : : ;xnC1/, where v is a smooth
function positive in .0; 1/, zero at 0 and 1 and negative elsewhere. Moreover
j dv
dx2
j D 1 near 0 and 1.
Furthermore, U can be made arbitrary small (around  ).
Given the proposition, we argue in the same way as in the classical case, cf [12,
pages 50–55]: we improve the vector field  0 in U so that it becomes a gradient like
vector field of a function F 0 , which has no critical points at all. Then the cobordism is
a product cobordism.
The proof of Proposition 5-2 is a natural modification of Milnor’s proof. After applying
arguments as in [12, pages 55–58] the proof boils down to the following result.
Proposition 5-3 (cf [12, Theorem 5.6]) Let aC b D n, a 1 and b  0 and write a
point x 2R>0Ra 1Rb as .xa;xb/ with xa 2R>0Ra 1 and xb 2Rb . Assume
that hW .R>0  Rn 1; f0g  Rn 1/ ! .R>0  Rn 1; f0g  Rn 1/ is an orientation
preserving diffeomorphism such that h.0/ D 0. Suppose that h.R>0 Ra 1  f0g/
intersects f0g  f0g Rb only at the origin and the intersection is transverse and the
intersection index is C1. Then, given any neighborhood N of 0 2R>0 Rn 1 , there
exists a smooth isotopy h0t for t 2 Œ0; 1 of diffeomorphisms from .R>0 Rn 1; f0g 
Rn 1/ to itself with h0
0
D h such that:
(I) h0t .x/D h.x/ away from N .
(II) h0
1
.x/D x in some small neighborhood N1 of 0 such that N1 N .
(III) h0
1
.R>0 Ra 1  f0g/\f0g  f0g Rb D f0g 2R>0 Rn .
Remark 5-4 The transversality assumption from the assumption of Proposition 5-3 is
equivalent to the flow of  being Morse–Smale.
The proof of Proposition 5-3 in Milnor’s book is given on pages 59–66. We prove here
only the analogue of [12, Lemma 5.7]. For all other results we refer to Milnor’s book.
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Lemma 5-5 Let h be as in the hypothesis of Proposition 5-3. Then there exists a
smooth isotopy ht W R>0Rn 1!R>0Rn 1 , with h0 the identity map and h1D h,
such that for each t we have ht .R>0 Ra 1/\Rb D 0.
Proof We follow the proof of [12, Lemma 5.7]. We shall construct the required
isotopy in two steps. First we isotope h by ht .x/ D 1t h.tx/. Then h1 D h and h0
(defined to be the limit as t! 0) is a linear map, the derivative of h at 0. If this linear
map is an identity, we are done. Otherwise h0 is just a nondegenerate linear map and
clearly it maps R>0 Ra 1 Rb diffeomorphically onto itself. It means that under
the decomposition Rn DR˚Ra 1˚Rb , h0 has the block structure
h0 D
0@a11 0 0 A B
 C D
1A ;
where a11 > 0, and stars denote unimportant terms. As h0 is orientation-preserving,
det h0 > 0. We can apply a homotopy of linear maps which changes the first column
of h0 to .a11; 0; : : : ; 0/ and preserves all the other entries of h0 . We do not change
the determinant and the condition h0.R>0˚Ra 1/\Rb D 0 is preserved (it means
that a11 detA> 0). Let
h00 D

A B
C D

:
We have det h0Da11 det h00 , so det h00>0. We use the same reasoning as in Milnor’s
proof to find a homotopy of h00 to the identity matrix, finishing the proof.
5.2 Noncancellation results
The two results below have completely obvious proofs, we state them to contrast with
Theorem 5-1.
Lemma 5-6 Assume that a Morse function F on the cobordism .;Y / between
.†0;M0/ and .†1;M1/ has two critical points z and w . Suppose z is an interior crit-
ical point and w is a boundary critical point. Then .;Y / is not a product cobordism.
Proof F restricted to Y has a single critical point, so the cobordism between M0
and M1 cannot be trivial.
Lemma 5-7 Suppose that F has two critical points z and w . Assume that z is
boundary stable and w is boundary unstable. Then .;Y / is not a product.
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Proof If it were a product, we would have H.;†0/D 0. We shall show that this
is not the case.
If F.z/DF.w/, then there are no trajectories between z and w , so by Proposition 4-1
we can ensure that F.z/ < F.w/. So we can always assume that F.z/¤ F.w/. For
simplicity assume that F.z/ < F.w/. Let c be a regular value such that F.z/ < c <
F.w/.
By Lemma 2-19 F 1Œ0; c†0 Œ0; c. Then H.;†0/ŠH.;F 1Œ0; c/. Now
 arises from F 1Œ0; c by a right half-handle addition, hence H.;F 1Œ0; c/Š
H.H;B/, where .H;B/ is the corresponding right half-handle. But H.H;B/ is
not trivial by Lemma 2-25 (or Lemma 2-18).
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